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Senators consider doing aYtay with college Yteeks

LAURA BELLAMY

Senior Neu1sWriter
Students enjoying the free
food and activities this week as
part of Business Week may be
disappointed next year when
all college weeks could be
eliminated.
The Associated Students of
Utah State University
Academic Senators say they
are considering doing away
with college weeks because of
the drain it has on their councils and the quality of their
student-oriented programming.
·r personally wish to do
away with the weeks because l
feel it is too stressful for my
committee and detracts from
the science council's most
important responsibility, which
is to keep in touch with the

students," said Vice President
of the Academic Senate and
Science Senator Dave Duke.
In the next few weeks the
senators will be bringing their
revised charters to the ASUSU
Executive Council meeting for
discussion, Duke said. The
new charters will better
explain the different responsibilities of each college senator,
he said.
According to Duke, there is
no need to officially eliminate
the weeks because they have
never been required in the
first place.
"Nowhere in our current
charter does it say we are
responsible for a week," Duke
said. "So we don't have to
bring a bill to Executive
Council because it's not in our
charter."
Senators are still discussing

the matter and have left the
final decision up to each individual senator, Duke said.
"We've discussed it among
ourselves and have brought it
to our deans and our councils
to get some input."
Engineering Senator Kalem
Sessions said.
Duke said the motive
behind the change was that
senators felt their time could
be better spent than preparing
a single week.
"It's better for us if we could
create higher quality programs
and spread them out throughout the entire semester," Duke
said. "It's possible at some
point that there could be an
issue that would be good for
one college and not another."
According to Public
Relations Vice President
Christina Domichel, senators

only receive a $1,800 budget
the Traditions VP take over Ag
to last them the entire year.
Week responsibilities:
·we have a very small budSessions said there are posiget." Duke said. "There's more
tive aspects of the weeks some
beneficial ways for me to
senators don't want to see go.
"This is somespend that
money, but
'It' s betterfor us if1 thing that kind of
validates what we
money is not the
issue by any
we couldcreate do." Sessions said.
"A lot of times you
means."
higherqualitypro- don't see what we
Sessions said
the toughest part
gramsandspread do behind the
scenes. A highly
of phasing out
themout through- publicized week
the weeks is that
they have
helps students to
out theentire
understand that
become a tradition at USU.
we're doing somesemester
..'
"The only
thing for them:
Another probproblem is Ag
•DAYEDuKE•
week," Duke said .
lem with the
SCIENCE
SENATOR
"It's important to
weeks is that they
are often not tarremember that
we are an agricultural college
geted specifically to students
in particular colleges,
and Ag Week is a tradition.
Ideally, we would want to see
Domichel said. Targeting the

general student body just
wastes funds .
"A lot of senators try to
cater to the entire student
body during their weeks,"
Domichel said. "How is that
helping the students in their
colleges? If you spread it out
and make sure the actual students in the college are targeted then it will be more beneficial."
For this year at least, the
weeks will continue.
·we were-already planning
for it and budgeting for it, so
they will all be here this year."
Sessions said. "Right now it's
kind of up to each senator
whether they want to push it
or tone it down a little."
According to Sessions, next
year's Academic Senate will
have to decide if they want to
continue to host the weeks

Granite
District
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Mascot tragedy:
Weber's wildcat may never walk again
OGDEN, Utah (AP)-A few Saturday night
days ago, Weber State
Maw was considered one of
University mascot Matt Maw
the top tumblers in the counwas a world-class power tumtry and had participated in
bier with plans to compete in
international competitions in
the next Olympics.
Portugal, Japan and Canada.
His dream was shattered
His coach, Lance Hatch, said
Wednesday when
Maw was so talhe broke two verented he
tebrae in his neck
could do back
during practice.
~=~~~
handsprings
Now doctors say
the entire
Maw is unlikely
length of the
to ever walk
football field.
again.
The Weber
But Maw, ever
County native
the cheerleader, is
became Weber
still upbeat,
State's maseven though he
cot before
has been
leaving for
breathing
Brazil for a
through a respimission for
rator and can bareThe Church of Jesus
ly move his arms and legs.
Christ of Latter-day
"His spirits are amazingly
Saints, getting a full scholhigh," said his aunt, Tami
arship in the bargain.
Hendricks. "He keeps saying
Hendricks said Maw was
that he hopes he can tumble
offered a job as a mascot for
again; he says that he was pretBudweiser, but turned down
ty good. He has to have a kiss
the offer to serve on his misfrom everyone who enters his
sion instead.
hospital room."
He taught gymnastics at
On Saturday night. when
Flyer's Power Tumbling in Roy,
Maw was scheduled to play
where he landed on his head
"The Cat" at Weber State's final while attempting a triple back
basketball game, the 22-yeartuck Wednesday.
old remained in his hospital
Two days later, surgeons
bed as his parents were hontransplanted bones to replace
ored at center court.
his two shattered vertebrae . He
Members of the men's volwas expected to be breathing
leyball, football and basketball
on his own on Sunday.
teams signed balls and presentMaw has no health insured them Maw's mother , father
ance and his family says they
and stepfather. The game
will need to modify his grandagainst Montana State - which parents' home and buy a van
the Wildcats won - was also
after he undergoes extensive
dedicated to Maw.
rehabilitation.
"When you see your own
"We're now starting to see
child unable to scratch himself,
the reality, but Matt is a fightblow his nose, bring a phone to er," Hendricks said. "He wanted ·
his ear, it gets to you," Maw's
the Olympics so bad, this is his
mother, Paula Limburg, said
fight now."
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With the recent snow, many students like JeffJoneshave been

swarming to ski and snowboardrental shops throughout
Logan.Shops like NordasMountain Outfitters havehad a
hard time keepingup with the sudden demand.Tom Emmett,
Nordasowner, said he rentedout all of his snowshoes,snowboardsand crosscountry skisearly Saturday.

SALTLAKECITY (AP)Although teachers in the state's
second-largest school district
are conducting a one-day walkout today to protest a proposed
education funding package, the
Utah Education Association
won't be joining in.
UEA delegates voted not to
strike at a meeting Saturday
afternoon.
Union representatives for
Granite School District's 90
schools voted 76-11 Friday to
stage their walk out.
They cite frustration at a
lack of class-size reduction initiatives, text book funcling and
strings attached to other education money.
Republicans have prepared
an education package that
includes a 5.5 percent increase
in per-pupil spending and $117
million overall in new funding.
Phyllis Sorensen, president
of the UEA, which includes all
Utah teachers, said the union is
generally pleased with the
progress represented by the
GOP budget recommendation.
"If we look at where we have
come from a year ago to where
we are now, we have come a
great way not only organizationally but in the efforts that
have been made by our legislature," Sorenson said.
But Debbie White, president
of the Granite Education
Association, said lawmakers are
simply out of touch with problems in the school districts
caused by a lack of money .
She said they know "legislators have done a good job for
them but they are feeling there
are some legislators that just do
not understand what the
depths of our problems are."

Students, professors honored by USU engineers as engineering week concludes
UTAHSTATEUNMRSITY

Media Services
Utah State University's
College of Engineering honored its outstanding seniors,
faculty and distinguished service recipients at the college's
annual awards banquet.

BENJAMIN
G. DAMSTEDT

Kurt Becker from the
Instructional Technology and
Education Department (ITE)
was honored as adviser of the
year. Cynthia Furse from
Electrical and Computer
Engineering (ECE)was named
teacher of the year. Kevin
Moore from the ECE

JEFTREY
l. JACOBS

Department and Bob Spall
from Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering (MAE)
were honored as researchers of
the year.
Jeffrey L Jacobs of Logan
was the senior honored from
the Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering Department and

FACILT.FE.YE

LAURAL DICKEY

Civiland Environmental Mechanicaland Aerospace
Biologicaland
Electricaland
Engineeringhonoree
Engineeringsenior
Computer Engineering
Irrigation Engineering.
honoree and Collegeof
oustanding senior
outstanding senior
Engineering
outstanding senior
Photoscourtesyof USU MediaServices

was named the college's outstanding senior. Jacobs. son of
Richard and Diane Jacobs, will
graduate with a 3.98 grade
point average. He is a member
of the USU Academic Council
and volunteers with the Utah
Special Olympics. He is a member of Golden Key Honor
Society and the American
Society of Mechanical
Engineers and has been
involved in numerous research
projects as an undergraduate
assistant.
Laura L Dickey was honored as the outstanding senior
in Biological and Irrigation
Engineering. Dickey, daughter
of David and Lynette Dickey of
Millville, is a member of the
Society of Women Engineers,
Lambda Delta Sigma and a volunteer with Project Pals.
Dickey researched information for the city of Nephi and

implemented data to help the
city better manage water
resources.
Benjamin G. Damstedt was
the senior honored from Civil
and Environmental
Engineering. Damstedt, son of
David and Darcy Damstedt of
Smithfield, has a 4.0 grade
point average and is a member
of Tau Beta Pi Engineering
Honor Society and Golden Key
Honor Society. As an under graduate researcher, Damstedt
worked at the National Science
Foundation/Clarkson
University where he conducted
original research with a faculty
mentor.
The ECE Department selected Fad! T. Feye from Ethiopia
as its outstanding senior. Feye,
son of Aberash Habtewold and
Tamrat Feye, will graduate with
a 3.98 grade point average. He
is a member of Golden Key

Honor Society and is an AllAmerican Scholar. Feye has
worked as an undergraduate
research assistant at USU's
Space Dynamics Laboratory
and has been an electronics
technician at Bourns
Integrated Technology
Division. Feye currently works
as an engineering assistant at
Specialized Analysis
Engineering.
Jeremy B. Peterson was the
outstanding senior for
Industrial Technology and
Education. Peterson, son of
Bruce and Kathy Peterson of
Ephraim, he will graduate with
a 3.96 grade point average.
Peterson is a certified flight
instructor and multi engine
commercial pilot. He is a mem ber of USU Alpha Eta Rho aviation fraternity and is currently doing an internship with
United Airlines.
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Jailings doubled since 1985
WASHINGTON (AP) The number of criminals
under 18 serving time in
adult prisons more than
doubled between 1985 and
1997 as states prosecuted
steadily more young people as adults .
By 1997, 7,400 youths 17
or younger were committed to adult prisons on
conviction in either juvenile or adult courts.
That's more than twice
the 3,400 young people
sent to the nation's state
prisons in 1985, a new
Justice Department report
shows.
Seven in 10 young
offenders who received
adult punishment in 1997,

the latest year state prison
records were available,
were convicted for violent
offenses.
Of that total, 37 percent
were jailed for robbery, 13
percent for murder and 13
percent for aggravated
assault, according to the
report released Sunday.
Researchers say the
young inmates by no
means are overrunning
the prisons· adult population of 2 million, and just
5 percent of all young
offenders punished in this
country serve sentences in
adult facilities . But data
suggest that today's violent
young offenders are more
likely to do prison time

than in years past.
That's partly because of
an increasing number of
state laws that take away
their legal status as minors
and make them more
accountable, researchers
say.
The crackdown , fueled
in part by high-profile ·
school violence, has placed
children as young as 11 on
trial in criminal courts.
"Many states have
increased the number of
provisions that allow juveniles to be handled in the
adult system." said report
author Kevin J. Strom, a
researcher with the
department's Bureau of
Justice Statistics .

Based on state prison
records reported annually
to the Justice Department,
the report notes that while
37 states and the District
of Columbia consider people 18 adults for criminal
purposes, most also allow
"certain categories of
offenders under 18 to be
incarcerated in adult prisons and housed with older
inmates."
The inmate data do not
specify whether young
offenders are convicted in
juvenile or adult courts,
but Strom said it is known
that a small percentage go
from the juvenile courts to

JumptojAluNC.Page13
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Cities
saycurfews
helpdeteryouthcrime
WASHINGTON (AP)- A rising
number of American cities are
imposing curfews to deter youth violence, crime and gang activity,
according to a report that says 110
cities have established them in the
past five years .
The report, released Monday by
the National League of Cities, said
that compares with 122 curfews set
up across the nation during a 15year period between 1980 and 1995.
Nighttime youth curfews were
reported by a total of 337 of some
490 cities the league surveyed: 68
had daytime curfews, the report said.
Officials in another 35 cities said
they 're considering implementing a
curfew.

Bob Knight, president of the
league and mayor of Wichita , Kan.,
said curfews "continue to be a growing trend in the United States as city
officials look for answers to ensure
the safety of youth in their communities."
Officials in nearly three of four
cities surveyed by the league said
they believe a curfew can help curb
gang activity, but it does little to
influence the behavior of hard-core
gang members . The most positive
effects were found in reducing
assaults, burglaries and graffiti.
The league said that in most U.S.
cities, children under 18 are expected
to be off the streets by 11 p.m. during the week and by midnight on

weekends .
In cities with daytime curfews ,
young people are expected to stay off
the streets during school hours.
Some teens and their parents have
challenged the constitutionality of
curfews, but many cities avoid having
their curfews struck down by modeling their laws after curfew statutes
from other cities.
Last year, the Supreme Court
rejected a challenge to a
Charlottesville, Va., curfew, which is
similar to those adopted by many
U.S. cities. While the justices did not
issue a decision , they let stand a
lower court ruling that said the city's
curfew is a valid means of "reducing
juvenile violence and crime."

> Bushwinsdelegates
in U.S.islands
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gov. George W. Bush picked up more
than two dozen delegates to the Republican national convention
after sweeping presidential primary contests this weekend in
four U.S. territories, where residents won't be able to vote for
him come November if he wins the nomination .
The delegates were chosen Saturday at caucuses in Guam,
American Samoa and the Virgin Islands, each of which had four
delegates at stake. Puerto Rico held its primary Sunday, with all
14 of its delegates going to the winner .
The victories increased Bush's delegate total to 93, narrowing
the gap between himself and rival Sen. John McCain. The
Arizona senator had 96 delegates going into the weekend races:
a candidate needs 1,034 delegates to win the Republican nomination for president.
While Bush picked up additional delegates, he cannot count
on getting votes from the islands' residents if he wins the nomination . Residents of U.S. territories cannot vote in the general
election, but are allowed to participate in presidential primaries
and caucuses .
Still, the contests gave island Republicans a chance to be
heard on the mainland.
In Puerto Rico, with 89 percent of the polling stations reporting, Bush received 77,196 votes, or 93 percent, and McCain had
4,668 votes, or about 6 percent. Former ambassador Alan Keyes
and publisher Steve Forbes , who dropped out of the GOP race
earlier this month , each received less than 1 percent of the vote .
"This is a tremendous triumph not only for Puerto Rico, but
on the national level because it is the first group of Hispanic
voters that has voted solidly with Governor Bush," said Jose
Fuentes Agostini, the island 's former Attorney General and cochair of the Texas governor's campaign. The campaign hopes the
win will help influence primaries in states with significant
Puerto Rican populations, such as Florida and New York.
During Saturday's contests , there was a motion to split
Guam 's four delegates between Bush and McCain , but a binding
motion to support only Bush prevailed, said Fred Castro . the
national committeeman-elect.
In the Virgin Islands, Republicans met on the Caribbean
islands of St. Thomas, St. Croix and St. John , said the territory's
GOP committeeman, Holland Redfield II, who refused to give a
breakdown of how participants voted during the closed assemblies .

>Y2Kis back:
Doesanyone
reallycare?

Chi~a
.lashesoµt~L:Y:};•;~~ma~
~. ~ ~i~h
,ts recor~
BEIJING (AP) - China
scoffed Sunday at the
United States · human rights
record , saying ~merica is
plagued by racism and other
problems and should not
pass judgment on other
nations .
The accusations, contained in a government
report, "U.S. Human Rights
Record in 1999," was China's
response to the U.S. State
Department's annual
human rights report, which
criticized Beijing.
"The United States does
not have a good human
rights record of its own but
likes to play the role of the
'world 's human rights
judge '," the Information
Office of China's State
Council said in its 10,000word pa per .
"The American government needs to keep an eye
on its own hum an rights
problems , mind its own
business and stop interfering in the internal affairs of
other countries by utilizing
the human rights qu estion ,"
it said.
The U.S. State
Department report, issued
Friday, said Beijing's rights
situation deteriorated

markedly last y~r. lt_.hste.d1:,
i:ti:;,
c, VJfti• M~
. ;~ .i••~ :1 v.-.w "'"'·..;.·i :;1 f • ,. , ,v,.,
3;.c;!,
tf
St1chexJmples as irftehsi. ·u . .:,. rUC!J
fied suppression of dissent
.•
• ••
,
·a·· .. . . ·. . .
. . :, ..
and control over un~eg!s·:·
.
tered churches, restriction
r-·
of fundamental freedoms
·BEIJING{AP)-lhecomover Kosovo.
of minority groups includ manderof US; forcesin the
Lt Gen. Xiong Guangkai, a
ing Tibetan Buddhists, and
.Pactfkwilldiscussthe sensh
deputy chief of the gener.a}
increased manipulation of
tiveissue<>fTaiwanand work staffofth.ePeople's Liberation
the press and the Internet.
on repairing ties witll the
Army,will be among the
The Chinese report
,Chinese militaryduring a visit Chineseofficials that Blairwill
responded that the safety
lo China that hegaaSunday. · · meetin Beijingon Monday
of U.S. citizens is threat···•
..• Adm. Denni~ Blair'sfive~
and Tuesday,
ened by widespread violent ' ,gayvisitcoqiesa:xnidrising
H~then travels south to
crime and a huge number
· fonsionsoverJai\vanfollow- meetWednesdaywith
of privately owned
· :ing Beijing's
threatt<>use
Chinese military officials
in
firearms. Police brutality is ,.fort:eagainstthe islandif it
the centralcity of Nanjing
common, child labor is
continues
toputoffnegotia~ and .visit a milita facility.
rampant and "the state of
lionsaboutretinifu:a..tion
..
· .. A spokesmanr;r Blair,
children in the U.S. is
China issued the threat in
NavyCapt. T..McCreary of the
grim, " the report said .
. .(I government policypaperon
PacificCommand said
"In overcrowded
Feb.21and .createda stir in
Taiwan would come up durAmerican prisons . inmates
Taiwan.which
.hasresisted
ingthe.visit.but that it was
are mistreated and rican
wmmunistrule sittte the two
onlyoneis.sueof severalto be
immigrant Amadou Diallo
sidessplitamidcivilwar 51
discussed.
by four New York City
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· ''1heabilitytoengage
police officers came "to
··..·.·•· Blair'strip,.which includes Chfua'smilitaryand to have
symbolize the violent
three days of meetings with
an opportunity to interact
behavior of the American
Chinese officials,also is part
with them is important on
police." The officers were
of effortsto restore military
seve,ral
fronts,"McCreary said.
acquitted Friday of murder
tiesthatChina severedin
Be .said the visitwasschedand other state criminal
May,
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opposition
within
party
GOP
handgun
raffleraisesfunds,
WESTMINSTER,Md. (AP)
- A 66-year-old woman won
a Beretta 9 mm semiautomat ic pistol Saturday in a
Republican Party raffle that
that provoked opposition
even within the party.
Helen Roop. a registered
Republican and retired Carroll
County finance department

worker, opted for the handgun and shooting classes over
the alternative frrst prize of
$500. She must pass a background check before getting
the pistol.
The fund-raiser for the
rural county's Republican
Central Committee succeeded
beyond organizers' dreams,

raising an estimated $13.(XX>
for the party in Carroll
County just west of Baltimore.
Handgun Control Inc., a
Washington-based citizens
advocacy group, considered
the raffle "tasteless" and
"inappropriate," spokesman
Brian Morton said.
The event was criticized by

The Terrace ParkingLot will be
closed Wednesday, March 1st
until9:30 a.m. to accomodate
employerscomingto the
Career Fair
See You At The Fair
Ol
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some of the state's
Republican leaders. including
1998 gubernatorial candidate
Ellen Sauerbrey. Michael
Steele, state GOP vice chairman, said it seemed "wrongheaded ."
The raffle also prompted
the resignation of Betty L.
Smith, vice chairwoman of
the Carroll County
Central Committee.
I cannot tell my children
that I have had a part in
raffling a gun," she said
after quitting the post last
month .
The biggest winner may
have been the gun lobby,
which gained awareness
with every $5 ticket sold.
"We took a serious issue
and we took a stand, and
when people take a stand ,
it draws support," said
organizer Scott
Hollenbeck.

NEW YORK (AP) - Leap year's extra day arrives Tuesday car' r'ying the · possibility of Y2K-like glitches . But given the calm that
greeted the new millennium, few computer consultants are worr1 f'i'e-dthis time 1
,,
There's no government call to stock up on food or water . Any
problems will likely affect billing and office systems rather than
power supply or airplanes.
Still, Y2K planners will be watching, if for no other reason
than to celebrate.
.
"Once we're through ... the chances of multiple failures and
multiple problems at once become almost nonexistent, " said
Kendra Martin , spokeswoman for the American Petroleum
Institute .
Computers long have had trouble registering Feb. 29 - treating it as March 1, or March 1 as Feb. 30. - and there are greater
risks of programming errors this year because 2000 is an exception to an exception . An extra day is added every four years,
except for years that end in "00" unless divisible by 400. So 2000
is a leap year, but 1900 is not.
The potential for confusion is not a surprise .
"I can 't imagine there would be any Y2K consultant irresponsible enough to fix New Year's Eve and not, while he 's there, do
something about Feb. 29." said Sen . Bob Bennett , R-Utah , who
heads the Senate's Y2K advisory committee.
In fact, the extra attention might make Tuesday 's transition
smoother than in leap years past, said Matt Hotle, research
director for the technology consulting firm Gartner Group .
Patrick Dorinson, whose group monitors California's power
grid , said he expects the transition to be as low-key as "switching from standard time to daylight savings ."

> California
townwinsbesttapwatertitle
BERKELEYSPRINGS, W.Va. (AP) - Bragging rights for besttasting tap water go to Yucca Valley, Calif., toasted by judges at
the International Water Tast ing competition Saturday as the
nation's most drinkable .
Yucca Valley beat out 45 competitors from more than two
dozen states in the municipal water category, one of three at the
world's largest water-tasting contest.
The city bumped off last year's winner, Desert Hot Springs,
Calif ., which competed again this year along with three -time
winner Atlantic City. N.J., and two-time winner Charleston,
W.Va.
Calistoga Sparkling Mineral Waters of Napa Valley, Calif., was
picked as having the best-tasting sparkling water of the 17
entries. Honors for best uncarbonated bottled water went to
Halstead Spring Water of Cumberland Gap. Tenn ., which beat
35 other entries. This year's contestants included France, Italy
and Bosnia, Herzegovina .
Oazatesanj of Bosnia, Herzegovina won the People 's Choice
award for packaging design .
Arthur von Wiesenberger, an author and trained water master from Santa Barbara, Calif., helped train the panel of amateur
judges just hours before Saturday's competition at Coolfont
resort and spa .
One judge, Colleen Anderson of Charleston, served as a judge
at the first competition 10 years ago . She said the event has
grown in size in prestigious since then.
"It was much harder this year . The quality of waters seemed
consistently better," she said.
For the winners, there are financial payoffs as well as prestige :
Victories proclaimed on bottle labels can increase sales. von
Wiesenberger said .
"It's a big deal for the companies for that win . It's a very prestigious thing that people put on their labels and trucks,"
Anderson said .
Generally, the more natural a water is, the better it will taste .
The more chemicals added and the more processes used, the
greater the chance that there will be some residual tastes .
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Campaigning woes Nebraska
university_
president
regretsNewseR1EFs
Even candidates hate the processof 9ettin9 elected
things thrown at you. but how else do
SeniorNe-.vsWriter
you get your name out?"
Not all universities handle student
All over campus students are filling government elections the way USU
does. According to Winward, some
with dread. Not because of midterms.
but because student government elec- universities like Brigham Young
tions are on the way.
University only elect a president and
"When you look that less than 25
vice president. The rest of the offices
percent of students living on campus
are appointed .
voted last year, the majority of stu"Without elections, the only alterdents definitely have an apathetic
native would be an appointed government." Duke said. ·students dread
view toward elections."Science
Senator Dave Duke
elections. I dread that."
said.
According to
According to Duke.
Domichel. ASUSUplans
some students hate
to broadcast all candidate
VOTE
elections because of the
forums on AggieTV, and
intrusion it makes on
ASUSU primary has scheduled a presidentheir personal and acatial debate. This way stuelectionsdemic lives.
dents can still inform
"I agree that it's dis- Campaigningwillbegin
themselves without being
March20 andgo through inconvenienced
turbing to have your
the23. Votingwillbegin
She said it is also
door knocked on conMarch22 at 8 a.m and
considering offering
tinuously." Duke said.
prizes at forums and free
"However.they should- end March23 at 4 p.m
n't view it as a few
food at events in order to
Final elections - boost student attendance.
hours they are being
bothered, but rather an Campaigningbegins
As for the low voter
opportunity to discuss
March27 and endsMarch turnout. she said ASUSU
their concerns with
does a lot of publicity to
30. Votingwill be on
potential officers.·
March29 and 30 with the encourage students to
The intrusion of
vote. The forums and
sametimeframe as
elections isn't an
broadcasts will also make
primaryelections.
annoyance to just stustudents better aware of
dents. Officers are
the candidates, she said.
affected too.
"The bottom line is that we can't
"I have midterms." Duke said. "My force anyone to vote." Winward safd.
Science Council doesn't stop. My com- "No matter how much publicity we
mittee meetings don't stop. My work
have, we can't force anyone to vote or
doesn't stop. Yet I am expected to take to care."
on more responsibilities."
Last year ASUSUreported a record
According to Associated Students of turnout in the number of students
Utah State University Athletics Vice
that voted. This year they expect no
President Sam Winward, regardless of
less.
how intrusive campaigning may be, it
·1 think you're going to have a
is an effective way of allowing candirecord turnout whether we open our
dates to spread their message.
mouths or not," Duke said. "More and
"Dorm storming is annoying for
more people are becoming involved
some people, but how are we as candi- with ASUSU.It enhances your educadates going to get across our message." tional experience."
According to Adams, getting stuWinward said.
Public Relations Vice President
dents to vote is a joint effort between
Christina Domichel said the ASUSU
the students and the ASUSUofficers.
Executive Council recognizes some
"I think it's the responsibility of the
students don't like to be disturbed
voter, but I also think that we need to
during elections and is trying to better make a serious effort to encourage
accommodate them by adjusting some students to vote." Adams said.
of the campaign rules.
Some students say they don't par"In previous years candidates had
ticipate in elections because they are
two nights to dorm storm and we
f,' ~simply a popularity contest lacking
reduced that to one," Domichel said.·
relevant issues and platforms.
"It was to keep candidates from both·1 know this goes back to high
ering students too much."
school mentality, but a lot of elections
She said they have also reduced the are just popularity contests and that's
number of candidate receptions from
unfortunate." Adams said.
two to one in order to keep out of stuAccording to Engineering Senator
dents' way.
Kalem Sessions, this can be an advan"I think it's annoying and I don't
tage for candidates.
like the way it's done. but I don't know
"Obviously,the more people you
how you go about changing that· said know that can associate their names
Arts & Lectures Vice President Liz
with you, the better chance you have."
Adams. "It may be annoying to have
Sessions said.
LAURA BELLAMY

A timeto

Student gets IO years for hacking
BOSTON - A Northeastern
University computer science student
has been accused of a ·coast-tocoast· hacking spree of military and
government networks that prosecutors say also gave him access to
NASA'scomputer system.
Ikenna Iffih, 28, was charged
Wednesday with three hacking
charges that bring a maximum 10year sentence and $250,000 fine.
"Allin all, the defendant used his
home computer to leave a trail of
cybercrime from coast to coast." U.S.
Attorney Donald Stern said in a
statement.·
The defendant gained illegal
access ... either causing substantial
business loss, defacing a Web page
with hacker graphics, copying personal information or, in the case of
a NASAcomputer. effectively seizing

control." Prosecutors said there was
no disruption to the nation's
defense, no interference with satellite control and no improper use of
information. This is not Jffih's first
brush with law enforcement. He was
charged with hacking the Interior
Department's site last year. And in
August. he was charged in Seattle
with a computerized attack on
Zebra Marketing Online Services, an
Internet service provider in
Bainbridge Island, Wash. Prosecutors
in that case said the company sustained "a significant loss of business."
Northeastern University officials
said they have been cooperating
with law enforcement since last fall.
when they discovered Iffih had
copied classified information about
students. faculty and alumni.

remarks
frome-mailmessage
HASTINGS, Neb. (TMS) Before lifting a few lines from a
witty e-mail to enhance that term
paper or speech you're working on,
consider the controversy now
swirling around Hastings College
president Richard E. Hoover.
A student who attended a Feb. 9
talk Hoover gave to a group of students, professors and administrators on campus thought some of
his words sounded familiar. In his
talk, Hoover listed five elements
important to life - family, friends,
health and spirituality - and 12
don·ts in life such as, "Don't estimate your worth by comparing
yourself to others."
Turns out those five elements
and 12 cautions were a part of a
speech written by a Bryan Dyson, a
former executive of the Coca-Cola
company. and they have been posted on several Web sites and forwarded via e-mail chains. When
asked about the content of his
speech, Hoover said he. too, had
read the comments in an e-mail

message he had received from a
friend.
Hoover, president of the college
for five years, issued a public apology last week. In it, he said the
message helped him ·organize my
thoughts." He also added: "There
are many of these thoughts, jokes,
etc., that pass through cyberspace
as we share with each other interesting topics and poems; we do not
loxok for an author when one is
not given."
Students didn't appear entirely
satisfied with Hoover's explanation. The Collegian, the campus
newspaper, noted in an editorial
that plagiarism is knowingly using
a writer's material without attribution. ·we agree with Hoover's definition and believe that by his own
definition portions of his speech
were plagiarized."
After considering the matter
during an executive session, the
college's faculty senate called
Hoover's apology the ·responsible
thing to do."

Postal Service to issue postcard
commemorating 150th anniversary
SALTLAKECITY (AP)- The
U.S. Postal Service is issuing a 20cent stamped postcard to celebrate
the 150th anniversary of the
University of Utah .
The stamp will be released in a
ceremony during the University's
sesquicentennial party Monday.
"This is a nice honor and a nice
keepsake," said Fred Esplin, interim
vice president for university relations.
The card, illustrated by Arizona
artist Allen Garns, features the
John R. Park Building, one of several historic buildings on President's
Circle.
"It's very much an honor to be
on a stamp or postal card. It's rare,"

said postal service spokesman
Brian Sperry. "There are about 30
to 40 that come out each year. But
we like big birthdays. centennials
and sesquicentennials."
The Historic Preservation Series
of stamped cards began in 1977.
Two other buildings - one at
Middlebury College and the
Ryman Auditorium in Nashville.
Tennessee - are being similarly
honored this year.
In 1980, the postal service
issued a 10-cent multicolored
postal card featuring the Salt Lak.'
Temple.
The university stamp will be
available in most post offices in the
state for about a year.

Utah Lawmakers make some magic
SALTLAKECITY (AP)- In the
ing them into oblivion. It also can
final few days of this legislative sesresurrect favored ones after a comsion, Utah lawmakers .i;naystart
mittee has killed them.
looking like David Copperfield as
For example, Rules originally
they tweak the rules to block bills or • ass~ed ~eJ:ll¥argaret Dayton's
make them disappear.
plan lo repeal fhe tax added to hosTake, for example, the Senate
pita! bills to the Human Services
Rules Committee, which recently
Committee .
gave a frosty reception to a group of
But when supporters realized it
activists pushing a bill that would
was doomed, Dayton got the meamake insurers pay for birth control.
sure returned to Rules. Next it went
"They wouldn't look at us," said
to the friendly House Revenue and
Beverly Cooper, a lobbyist for
Taxation Committee, which
Utahns for Choice and Planned
approved it.
Parenthood . "They wouldn't talk to
Not all of the action is in Rules.
us."
Leaders of the 22 standing commitA few days later, committee
tees also have plenty of power,
members were joking and upbeat.
because every bill must have at least
They had managed to make the
one public hearing before they
birth control pill disappear without
come before the full House or
ever voting on it. Instead, they made Senate.
their decision by passing notes in
Senate Judiciary Committee
secret.
Chairman Terry Spencer, R-Layton,
Rules Chairman Steve Poulton, R- is a divorce attorney who decided
Holladay, says the committee's ploy
two Democratic bills affecting browas only meant to block another.
ken families were bad legislation. He
whlch would have pushed the bill
killed them without ever allowing
out onto the floor without going
the bills to come up for a hearing.
through Rules first.
One of the measures. to
"There were no shenanigans,"
strengthen anti-stalking laws.
said Poulton, an insurance execualready had passed the House Jan.
tive. "These were tactics to prevent
25 unanimously. The other, to
other tactics."
require insurance companies to
And nothing in the rules would
notify custodial' parents about
call it foul play. The disappearing act changes in a child's health insurworked on the birth control was just ance, had only five "no" votes when
one of the sleights-of-hand on stage it passed the House.
in the 2000 Utah Legislature.
"I sent them to interim study,"
Like Poulton's panel in the
Spencer said Thursday. "It's my role
Senat~, the House ~ules _Committee as a citizen to stop bad legislation.
can dispatch annoymg bills by steer- It's also my role as a chairman."

PolicesLoTTER
Information detailed in this section is a Statesman staff report obtainedfrom USU Police incident reports.
Friday,Feb. 18
• A flier was distributedto residents on the thirdfloor of
Mountain View Towerinvoking a fight.
• A universityemployeehit a
poleas he was backingout of a
parkingspot on the east side of
the Merrill Library.
• Policereceiveda callfrom an
individualwho sold her violin
to anotherindividualwho put
a stop paymenton the check
.used to payfor it.

Tuesday,Feb. 22
• Paul,theNaturalResources
masc.at,
wasfound ropedto the
bullat theterracedlots.

Departmenthave been receiving someharassingmail
throughcampus mail.
• An individualfound some
money on the floor and turned
Wednesday,Feb. 23
it into the Police.
• USUPoliceassistedtheCache • An individualreportedhearCountySheriffsOfficewitha
ing gun shotsfrom a residence
reportofcomputerfraudinvolv- in Aggie Village.PoliceconSunday,Feb. 20
ing theHerald Journalandan
fiscateda BB/pelletCO2 pistol
• A vehiclewas reporteddriving individual.
from a resident
on thegrasson OldMainHilL
• USUPoliceresponded
to a
• An intrusionalarmwas setoff reportedtheftofgasolineand
Saturday, Feb. I 9
If you have any information
in
theFineArts Museum.
toolsfrom the SkaggsResearch
• A fire alarm in the FineArts
about these or any other
Buildingwas set off. TheredidBuilding.
crimes, contact fire USU
n't appearto be any problems. Monday,Feb. 2 I
Policeat 797-1939or lo
• Emergencyphonealarms
• An intrusionalarmwasreport- Thursday,Feb. 24
wereset off in an elevatorin
remain anonymous, call 797ed at the Payrollsafe.No prob• An individualrqx,rted
theHPER,nearthetenniscourts, lemswerefound.
employees
from theAthletics
5000.

m

*
-I

at thefountainbehindthe
TaggartStudentCenter,in the
southhmnelandagainin an elevatorat theHPER.
• An intrusionalannwastripped
in theS,xiceDynamicsLabby an
employeeholdinga dooropenfor
toolong.

> Netscape
VPto speak
Randy Favero, vice president of
Netscape, will be on campus Tuesday
as part of Business Week. Favero will
speak to students at noon in the
Ellen Eccles Conference Center.

> Internship
available
The Environmental Careers
Organization offers more than 600
paid environmental internships
annually with federal government
agencies. corporations and nonprofits nationwide.
Candidates will have the opportunity to work with and learn from
current professionals while earning
between $300 and $ 700 weekly.
Interested students can apply at
www.eco.org

> firstinmate
death
occurs
at detention
center
SALTLAKE CITY (AP) Authorities are investigating the
death of an inmate at the new
Adult Detention Complex in South
Salt Lake.
Guards found Ervin Brafford, 50,
dead Saturday morning at 6:20.
"We're classifying this as an unattended death," said Sgt. Dean
Adams. "He was in a cell by himself
when this occurred. They are not
ruling it a suicide. However, there is
no apparent cause of death as of
yet."
Brafford was booked Thursday on
assault and theft by deception
charges. Brafford also had a warrant
on charges of soliciting drugs with
the intent to distribute.
Adams said Brafford is the first
inmate to die at the complex, which
opened Jan. 23.

> State's
firstdouble-lung
transplant
diesat age66
SALTLAKE CITY (AP)Maureen Dean Grosser, the woman
who got Utah's first double-lung
transplant, has died at the age of 66.
Grosser, who underwent the historic surgery four years ago when
suffering end-stage emphysema,
died Friday at University Hospital.
She had been on the transplant
waiting list for about a month and
refused to be publicly identified
when the operation took place.
Grosser pursued nursing as a
vocation, but was fascinated with
dance as a child.
While raising her three children,
her interest returned to dance and
she performed with the Children's
Dance Theatre and earned a master's degree in modern dance from
the University of Utah.
A memorial service will be held
on Monday at 3 p.m. at Evans &
Early in Salt Lake City.

> Priceof landbeing
uppedbyLegacy
Highway
FARMINGTON,
Utah (AP)- The
LegacyHighwaywillbe movingsomething beside cars into western Davis
County:cash.
Developersare eyeing land along the
planned road, which is likelyspur the
growth of new communities - and, some
experts say,more traffic down the line.
"If you build it. they will come," said
Barbara Mccann, director of the Surface
Transportation PolicyProject'squality of
life campaign.The national group, which
advocatesalternatives to freewayconstruction. says that every 10 percent
increase in freewaycapacityhas generated 5.3 percent more traffic during the
past 16 years.
"When there's a new interchange in a
pasture, all of the sudden that looks like
a really attractive place to put a shopping mall or a subdivision,"McCann
said.
One such well-placedpasture is
owned by COALTCo.,part of the business empire of the polygamousKingston
clan.The familyowns nearly 250 acres
around a planned Legacyinterchange in
WoodsCross.Davis County records show
the property, in two parcels,already has
a market value approaching $1.4 million.
"If the highwaydoes go through. the
property will increase in value," said
familymember and companyattorney
Carl Kingston.He said that COALThas
no immediate plans yet to develop or
sell, and that he believesthe state has
not yet approached the familyto negotiate a right of way.
Accordingto David West,who is
assemblingrights of way and nature-preserve land for the Utah Department of
Transportation. commercialland next to
an interchange sells for $15 to $20 per
square foot.That comes to $653,400to
$871,200per acre.
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Ridingin Style

I.JFISm..ES
EDITOR:

Gellingto schoolcanbe an adventure
for some.In Wednesday's
Statesman,a
snowmobile
providesthetransportation.
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Former Utah State University professor offers hints and advice in new book

4j~~l;!::i
~his newbook.

_."Christlike
Parenting;Dr.

.
':, ··

• Glenn Latham blends spiritual

~-~::~i,
irtfiib~y;ith over 30 years of '• .,

. Dr. Latham.
a Professor
:f:meritus'with Utal{State
. t)ni.versltyf<>r26 ~ars. is CUlT~l,ltly
• ,..fbeprindple investigator in a fed- .::' '"··-·
.. ecilly Ju~dedprojectthat pro~f
; vides reSQur<:es
for educatorson

·:hqwto~tve hard-to~teach
amt.
/lj~t9.f
t~mlPii,ge
.t;luldr~lk _ ..-..
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· j\thip.king, spare the rod ·.·
:\and spoilJhe child. to jus. •Jify<:oerciveparenting. ·

ttatham satct

_.

ttt :·i"Jtisabsurdto-think

Above: "Christ Like
Parenting"cooercourtesy
of GreenLeafPress.

ltliit~ru

Right: Dr. Glenn Latham,
fomer USU professor.
Picture courtesyof Green
LeafPress

"''tba{Chri$t wouldra!$e his
f 'fumdor ljis voice tQ ~r\ :i-ettacllildtuitham said.

W< One<>fl)iskey
' pqintsis tbat it doesn l

; -take antskill at all to
❖-- hita diild, he said .
. ,. "It is never.never
:a.p-proptiate to spank
.ia ~ld; lath~m said_,.

);«;~

~~libet-.In previous·ge.n~ra,_tiens.spa.nkingdid
notJead to beatingsand abuse
;,isltJloes

Shaping the hair of students at USU
with a tradition of cutting edge style
offered a free flat top haircut
to any girl who wanted it. A
USU professor actually took
Dick Swaintson has been
him up on the offer. Swaintson
cutting hair at Utah State
keeps the before and after picUniversity since 1965.
tures of the haircut on the
·1 started out in the fourth
shelf behind his chair.
chair." Swaintson said, describ"The longest one I ever did
ing how he began working
was for a foreign student,"
. for the USU Barber Shop
Swaintson said.
in the basement of the
The student had long, calf, Taggart Student Center
length hair and asked to have
\ 35 years ago.
it cut to her shoulders. She
Today the shop is
didn't speak English well, and
called Dick's Barber Shop, Swaintson wanted to be sure
and Swaintson works
he understood her directions
from the first
correctly.
chair.
·u took longer to make sure
Swaintson said
that's what she really wanted
he has been happy
than it did to actually cut her
at USU.
hair," he said.
·1 meet people
Cox said Swaintson cares
from all over
about the quality of work
done in his shop. She said
' ,- the world," he
· said. "And I like when she began working at
: · my Saturdays
Dick's she was used to working
fast, giving IO-minute haircuts.
0
·::
~~aintson said
She said Swaintson taught
,f he and his
her to take her time and do a
' · employees try to
thorough job.
have fun at work,
"He's a good teacher," Cox
dressing up for
said. "I've learned a lot from
Halloween and
him over the five years I've
always chatting worked here.·
with their cusCox said the quality of hairtomers.
cuts given at Dick's is very
Charlene Cox, high compared to other places
who cuts from the
she has worked,
third chair, said working for
She attributes this high
Swaintson is a lot of fun.
quality to years of experience
"It's very laid back," Cox
and ·good professional techsaid. "He's easy to get along
nique."
with."
"We're as good as anywhere
During the last 35 years
in the whole area," Swaintson
Swaintson has given thousands said of his shop.
of haircuts. including some
He said, regardless of the
rather unusual ones.
price, the key to a good hairSwaintson said he once
cut is just getting what you ask
CORINNE KATOR

SeniorFeaturesWriter

for. ·we can do all types of
hairstyles." Swaintson said from ·army high and tights· to
longer men's cuts and all different women's styles.
Dick's Barber Shop offers all
cuts - men's, women's, long
and short - for $8. Children's
cuts are $7, and a beard trim is
just a dollar.
The shop will shampoo for
$2 extra, but doesn't offer
chemical treatments like colors
and perms. Swaintson said
chemical treatments are too
smelly for a shop in the student center.
"Youstart doing perms in
here, and you smell it all over
the building," he said.
Cox said the shop , which
takes walk-ins rather than
appointments, stays busy all
week, especially on Mondays
and Fridays. The shop is open
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Cox thinks the shop's hours
and location make it an ideal
place for USU students.
"It's convenient for students," she said. "It's good for
people just passing through."
While the shop is good for
students, Cox feels the students are also good for the
shop. She said she has had fun
being a part of the college life,
meeting people from all over
the world and learning from
the students and professors
who sit in her chair.
But Cox is getting married
and will be leaving Dick's
soon. Swaintson said he will
have to find a new employee,
someone to start from the
fourth chair just as he did 35
years ago.

Ford'scraftmanship
paysoffin manyways
.
ROBERTW.WELKOS

!AS Angeles Times

But,he addswith a worried look, "the greatestfear
in mylife is publicspeaking."
Ironic. isn't it? The actor
whose ruggedlyhandsome
-faceis so famiUarin block. busters suchas the Star
Wan-and "Indiana
·.Jones"trilogies,TheFugitive.
,
Air ForceOne and Patriot
GameSconfessesthat there's
somethingabout standing
up and givinga formal
speech that alwaysunnerves
him. Nothing else does..
Why.just last October he
crash-landeda Bellheli•
copter and apparentlyneve(
even felt an adrenalinerush.

Indiana Jones is really up
against it this time, If only it
were somethingsimple,like
dodgingpoisonous blow~ ·
darts. escapingfrom a
snake-infestedtombor
ducking the Luftwaffe.But
standing in a banquet hall
deliveringa public speech one that requires not only
that he revisit his past but
also, God forbid.show some
tevelof profundity •..no, it's ·
too horrible to contemplate.
Indy.you're doomed
Harrison Fordhas a
Furthermore,
the man . ·
pained expressionon his
face.one as dark as the win• who has givencountless ·
media interviews over the
ter storm clouds that have
years to help the studios
rolledin fromthe Pacific
hype their films has no
this weekday morning.
desireto hype himself.
dampening his hillside
·WhenI havea morieto
home. He has had weeks
now to digest the flattering promoteor to sell,whichis
the occasionin whichI usunews that the American
ally meet with the press, l
·Film lnstitute has chosen
have a very clear agenda;
·him to receive its Life
AchievementAward.Among . Ford explains.~Here,I have
no (expletive)idea what to
the previousrecipients are
such acting legends as
· -do becauseI've got nothing
,
Jimmy Stewart. Bette Davis, to say.I refuseto sellmyself
Henry Fonda and Jack
That's not what I'm about"
That the AFIwould
Nicholson, not to mention
esteemeddirectorsranging choose Ford to honor this
Thursday with a Life
from John Ford to Martin
AchievementAwardis a nb-Scorsese.
brainer.If everthere was a . ·
It's not that Ford isn't
screen hero who symbolized
humbled and gratifiedby
the AFI'schoice. He is. •1·m · American pop culture in the
lastquarter-century,it is
very grateful,"Ford says,
momentarilybrightening.~r Harrison Ford.either as the
recognizethe fact that I'm in
great company.~
Jumptv E<mP4ge5.
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Cooking, chocolate and counseling NATALIE
URSON

Slaff Writer
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a good recipe
~❖:

•

•.
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•

•

WinningREc1PE:

Mary Doty seems to be simply a mild mannered counselor by
day. But after hours she assumes the role of a prize-winning
. The followingis the prize~winn!ngbrownierecipe';minus a
cook.
fewsecret tricksUsed by Doty.
·
· > ··
.
RecentlyDoty, director of the Utah State University
Counseling Center, won first place for her brownies and second
Dream NibblersBrownieCake
place for cakes at the annual Chocolate Festivalat the Bullen
4 oz.Semi-sweetchQCOlate
Center.
1 cup butter
The Chocolate Festival is a fund raiser for Planned
1 cup sugar
Parenthood. This year, about $12,000 was raised through the
4 eggs beaten to blend
ticket and auction sales.
1 tsp. Vanillaextract
1he public buys a coupon book that allows them to taste a
1 cup flour
limited number of deserts at the Festival Entry contestants
1 cupchopped toasted pecansor walnuts
must make two of their deserts, one to taste and one to auction.
Doty's cake sold for $175, and the brownies for $250. The
Filling
grand prize winning desert sold for $900.
8 oz. Cream cheese
She has made entries in the Festivalfor the past six years,
1/3 cup sugar
and for five of those years, she has come away with at least one
1 egg
.
·
award, One year she won the People's Choice Awardthat had a
l cup or 6 oz.Semi-sweet
chocolat~
clli~.
cash prize of $50.
"lt's a hobby."Doty said. ·r like chocolate and all my friends
Melt the chocolateand butter in a largeheavysaui'.epan
~et]~ :he~th
like chocolate. I thought it would be a good way to make
Removefromheat and stir in the sugar gradually.1llendin eggs
and
··
friencls.People like people who bring chocolate to work:
vanilla.Siftflour and add. 00 NOT BEAT.
Stir in nuts..Pour into.a buttered 13x9x2inch baking pan. Set aside
This interesting hobby began when Doty was little and her
while you prepare the filling, Preheat ovento 350 degrees. Beat the ••·
mother entered her in 4-H.
cream cheese and sugar u11tihmooth.Beafin the~- Sti(intlw
·1 wasn't very good at the sewing,but I really liked the cookchocolate<hips.Dropmixtwein largespoo!ifulsrandomlyov.erthe
ing,"she said.
cake mixture.Swirlwiththe flat edgeof a knife to achie,;ea marbled
·1 really like to eat gourmet food,"she explained. "But I didn't
look. Bake in the center of the oven for 45 minutesor until a toothwant to go out to eat every time, so I thought I had better learn
pick comesout clean wllen inserted.
·
how to do it for myself:
f alcenfrom the:JacksonHole:A LiI Cartecookfuok! tdttor.
J~ne,
:;
Doty·s cooking skills have been basicallyself-taught.
· Camentind/
>
"I watched those cooking shows a lot and did my own experimenting."she said. "Ifyou're good at followinginstructions you
can be a good cook."
so many other recipes that it wouldn't be fair,"she said.
Baking is Doty·s favorite aspect of cooking.She especially
"The Jackson Hole A La Carte cookbook is one of the best
likes to make quiche.
cookbooks I've found. I also like the Bon Appetite magazine.
"I've thought about publishing a cookbook myself.but I use
They have outstanding recipes - some for total meals."

way a carpenter -an occupation that paid the bills during
ContinuedfromPage4
his early,lean years of actingmakes houses. He's a craftsman
cocky,sarcasticHan Soloof Star not an architect
·1 have never tried to develWa/'5fame or as the stubblefaced,fedora-toppedIndiana
op a unified fieldtheory about
Jones.firstintroduced to movie- all of this."Ford says.
Still.the question of his legagoersin Raide/'5of the Lost Ark
But those are just images
cy hangs in the air. so Ford
grudginglytacklesit as best he
flickeringon a screen.The real
Harrison Ford is more difficult can.
"I don't know.I just see
to bring into focus- and he
myselfas one part of these
likesit that way.
films,one of the elements
He is a moviestar of the
highest order.an actor who
involvedin a collaborative
enterprise - sometimesnot
seems to transcend his era the
way Gary Cooper.Humphrey
even a collaborativeenterprise.
... It's a director'smedium. We
Bogartand SpencerTracy did.
He has workedunder some of
reallyare part of his process."
There is something refreshthe leadingdirectorsof his
ing about a movie star without
time, StevenSpielberg,George
a gallopingego on display.This
Lucas,SydneyPollack.Peter
is,after all, an actor who shuns
Weir,RomanPolanski,Robert
naming his favoriteHarrison
Zemeckisand the late Alan J.
Pakula.His filmshave gros.sed Fordmoviesand rarely revisits
them once they're in the can.
more than $3 billion in North
"I don't think I'veseen a sinAmericaalone - 10 of them
climbingahove $100 million
gle one of the films I've been in
each at the box office.
all the way through after their
Yet.when it comes to assess- first screening,"hesays.·1t
ing his legacyin light of the AFI makes me too uncomfortable.I
honor. Fordhas no glibsound
alwayswant it to be better,but
bites to impart. In fact,he
there is nothing I can do to
admits,he is neither capable of change it now."
nor interested in reflectingon
Pollack,who directedhim in
his life or trying to make sense• RandomHearts and a remake
of his career for other people.
of Sabrina,says that what he
He simplymakes moviesthe
finds so appealing about Ford is

FORD

his "healthyego."
"Harrisonis not lookingto
figureout who he is, and he's
not lookingto prove anything."
the directorsays."Heis very
comfortablein his own skin
and with what he is doing."
Lucascredits Ford'scharisma
with enabling him to carry a
movieall by himself
"Ithink that he's our modem-day Clark Gable,"Lucas
says."And,like Gable,he's a
hero, but he's the Everyman
hero with chinks and vulnerabilitiesand faults.so that he's
not biggerthan us - he is us:
Lucashad much to do with
Ford achivingthat status. By
the early 1970s,Ford had
alreadybeen under contract to
Columbiaand Universal.had
workedin episodictelevision
and, he says,"becamea carpenter so I wouldn'thave to do
episodictelevision It was not a
straight shot·
A producer named Fred
Roosbelievedin him, Ford
recalls.and forcedhim on
Lucas,who was castinga 1973
coming-of-agefilm called
American Grafflti. Lucaswould
later cast the tall.lean actor as
Han Solo in a 1977 film called
Star Wa/'5,and the rest. as they
say,is history
When asked what Ford
brought to the role of Solo,

Lucasreplies:
"He has this great sense of
spontaneity,as if every reading
is his first·
When fame hit - and it hit
with a wallop- Ford managed
to distance himself from the
insanity by burying himself in
his work.
"Iwas concerned about
being typed."Ford says,·so I
went awayalmost immediately
to do a couple of filmsnearly
back to back ...to get my name
above the title and to get my
price at an adequate level."
It was as Indiana Jones,
under Spielberg'sdirectionin
the 1981film Raidersof the
LostArk that Ford admits. "I
had the most fun I had ever
had witha character and with a
director;
At 57,Harrison Ford remains
fit and trim. The flannel shirt.
the jeans, the clunkywatch all bespeak a manly presence
more comfortableon a ranch
or in the cockpitof a plane
banking toward the horizon
than fieldingquestions about
his film legacy.
When asked why one rarely
sees photos of his children in
the media, Ford replies:"Iwant
my kids to enjoy their privacy.
There is no reason why they
should be draggedinto this
fishbowlwith me."

Did
youknow
there
isaUSU
Cha~ofPlNNACLS
the
national
honor
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..
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forreentry~?
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lnitiation

Ceremony
onMondal¼f~
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outthebulletin
board
bytheTSC
auditorium
to
--~ find
outwho
theyare!

Actor Harrison Ford recentlyjoined lhe likes of Bette Davis and JackNicholsonwhen he received

lhe AmericanFilm Institutes Life AchievementAward.
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A peek at the CIA: students discover it ain't James Bond
they protect our
country and I'm
grateful they do
it."
True, the in-house photographer
·we have to go
had trouble getting a group shot
through more
because of all the necessarily shy
security at our
employees ducking around corners.
school than
And there were direct phone lines
here," said Tashi
to the White House and the
Copeland, 14.
Pentagon, and the wall had digital
CIA
clocks showing the time in Baghdad
spokesman Tom
and Tehran.
Crispell chuckled
But where, the students wondered, were the swashbuckling spies at that one. The
best security is
with ballpoint pen grenades and
the kind you
computer eyeglasses and satellite
never notice.
wristwatches?
"I'm as close to James Bond as
Most of the
you're going to see: said Jim Pavitt, students
belonged to the
who as deputy director for operations is one of the nation's top spy- Gen. Colin L.
Powell
masters.
Leadership Club,
"Look at me. guys, is there a difwhich Powell
ference?" he said. "Why are you
sponsored at
laughing?"
Macfarland; some
Maybe because he looked as
were from the
though he should be coaching socyouth group at
cer. The students laughed, and so
Powell's church.
did the spy.
On the wall in
This was a departure even for
the new and friendly CIA, the intel- the lobby of a
main building,
ligence service that now cooperates
with movie projects it deems fair. in they saw 77 stars
commemorating
its effort to wrest its image back
agents killed in
from thriller-writers with paranoid
action. A book
imaginations.
beneath the stars
The friendliness usually stops at
contained the
the front gate: The public usually
names of fewer
doesn't get onto the 258-acre campus in suburban Langley, Va. Unlike than half of the
CIA official John McLaughlin is surroundedby students who were on a raretrip to CIA headquartersin the Washingtonsuburb of Langley, Va., which is
operatives. The
the FBI.the CIA doesn't do tours.
generally
off-limits to the public. McLaughlinwas a hit as he illustratedthe tricky nature of his work with sleight-of-hand.
others
remain
But this week, 25 students from
anonymous in
Washington's Macfarland Middle
"Those were times that are long
As he tore up a copy of The
up-and-coming spy. He was charmSchool spent about four hours look- death.
gone,"
Pavitt
said.
"It
was
wrong
Washington
Post, he said the trick
ing
and
friendly,
exuding
the
winPavitt,
the
un-James
Bond,
goes
ing around and hearing from top
then, in my mind, and it is wrong
is not to be fooled in the funhouse
some characteristics he said a spy
for partial anonymity these days.
intelligence directors.
today."
needs to make people like him and
world of espionage.
They stood over the shoulders of The head of clandestine services
Pavitt
told
them
one
of
his
"You have to ask yourself," he
tell
him
secrets.
would
not
allow
his
picture
to
be
analysts in the operations center. It
said, • 'What did I really see?' •
team's main responsibilities is to
A girl asked if he must cut contaken.
seemed unprepossessing for the
steal foreign secrets.
tact with his friends and family. No,
McLaughlin held the shreds in
Crispell asked a reporter not to
center of America's intelligence
·steal?"
asked
a
girl.
said
the
young
spy,
but
·neither
his
fists, then flipped open his
divulge indentifying details. such as
analysis. Low ceiling, little elbow
·steal. that's right." Pavitt said.
know what I do for a living."
hands ... and presto! - the paper
Pavitt's hair color.
room. People in cubicles with comBut isn't it wrong to steal? asked
The spies were pretty cool after
was whole again.
The students had tough quesputers. Office Park U.S.A.
another
girl.
"We're
stealing
from
all,
but
they
were
no
match
for
The students went crazy. As far
tions. "Will an agent's mission ever
·1 expected to see more gadgets
terrorists" and other national eneJohn McLaughlin, deputy director
as they were concerned, the nation
be to kill somebody?" one asked.
and stuff," said James Vick, 14.
mies, Pavitt said, to prevent them
for intelligence, the agency's analytmust be doing well in the war of
"Absolutely not," Pavitt said.
"Once we got here, it was like a
spy
vs. spy if this man had anything
from
harming
the
nation.
ic
side.
"You tried very hard to kill
regular office building," said Jessica
Pavitt
was
accompanied
by
an
He's
also
an
amateur
magician.
to
do
with it.
Castro,"
piped
up
a
boy
Lampkin, 13. "It's no different, but
DAVID MONTGOMERY

The WashingtonPost
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BW-00
Business Week 2000
Monday, Feb. 28

on es

March 2nd,BSUgame, half time
Sign up in TSC326
Me~~nd~omen
Prehm1nanes,
.
.
Feb. 29 7.30-9.30 p.m., Spectrum

• 9 - 11 a.m. Intern panel/resumeworkshop/bagels
and juice (9thfloor)
• noon- 1:30 GuestSpeaker:Randy Favero,VP Netscape,
EcclesConf Center
Wednesday, March 1

• 9-3.p.m. USU CareerFair (TSC)
• 7-9 p.m. Dinner for TwelveStrangersw/ Mike Tullis
•JOp. m. -1.am. Night Activity at Fun Park/MidnightMovie
Thursday, March 2

• 6-7:30 p.m. Dinner for TwelveStrangersw/ Kevin Thompson
Friday, March 3

•8-10 a.m. Cinnamon Rollsand Hot Chocolate
• 11-1p. m. student/facultybrunch, 9th_floor,stock winnersannounced

Hunger Banquet
STEP(StudentsTogether EndingPoverty)

March 7, 2000, TSCBallroom
Dinner for 25 cents
Come and learn about hunger and homelessness
VAL R. CHRISTENSEN

SERVICE
.··CENTER
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

"Makinga Worldof Difference"

West

Chomp1 Rnsh1ps
R d T·

eno oa np
March 9_10
For chartered bus, hotel & tickets
$120, $110 w / Big Blue Crew Membership
sign up and pay by Fri., March 3, TSC326

• 8 - 10 a. m. Pancakes,and eggsbreakfast(BusinessBldg.)
•8 a.m. Stock ExchangeGame Begins
Tuesday,Feb.29

Bl■~

presented by Big Blue Crew

Mardi
Gras

s~~~

-casino
-carnival
-live band

-freew/
ID
-no alcohol
-students only

March 4, 2000
9:30

-

1 a.m.

Want to Deal??
Stab needs dealers for tables at Mardi Gras!

e-mail STAB@cc.usu.edu

FREE Aerobics
Water Aerobics - M,W,F, 6:30 a.m., HPER Pool
Cardio - M - Th, 6-7 p.m., Fieldhouse
Kickboxing - T &Th, 7-8 p.m., Fieldhouse

www.usu.edu
/asusu
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Surf and ye shall find

Nortkeni
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Pastor takes religion online, offers sermons, tapes and faith to those in need
ScorrGow
Los Angeles Times

When Pastor RickWarren
talks about serving God these
days. he·s talking hardware his new 128-bit, high-security
Internet server.
The founding pastor of
Saddleback ValleyCommunity
Church in Lake Forest. Calif.,
- billed as the state·s largest
church, and an emblem of the
megachurch phenomenon
that has transformed
American religion - has gone
online.
Since 1980, Warren has
sold sermon transcripts, books
and Bible lessons to church
leaders across the globe
through a company called The
EncouragingWord. Now the
45-year-oldpastor, already
known as much for his entrepreneurial spirit as his evangelism,has taken his company
to the Internet at www.pastors.com
Patterning his effort on
Web successessuch as the
Internet portal Yahoo,Warren
offers free e-mail, chat rooms,
classifiedads and even auctions to draw church leaders
and missionaries to his site.
There he sells sermons. songs,
videos and church fund-raising plans - an exercise in
religious entrepreneurship. he
says, that goes well beyond
anything else on the Internet.
But critics say the site could
represent something more
threatening than just another
ripple in a sea of electronic
commerce:the commercialization of God.
Warren concedes that his
company - financed through
royalties from his popular

book "The Purpose-Driven
Church" - is a profit-making
venture, though he says he
has no plans to reap millions
in the stock market by taking
it public. And although he
draws a salary as president of
the company,he says revenues will be plunged into
spreading Saddleback's ministry, for free. to new countries.
Saddleback is hardly the
first religious organization to
peddle its wares on the
Internet.
Religioussites offer everything from porcelain Virgin
Marys ($17.95,angelfire.com)
to Jesus night lights ($12.95.
abundantgracegifts.com)to
Church of ElvisT-shirts ("He
has a hunka-hunka burnin'
love for whosoever believeth
in Him." $19.95
chelsea.ios.com/hkarlin1/welcome.html).
EvangelistJerry Falwell.
founder of the Moral Majority,
has an online Ministries Store
(LeGrand Seiko watches for
$199, King James reference
Biblesbound in black, burgundy or navy leather for
$16.24).
But, as with all of
Saddleback'spursuits. Warren
wants to make Pastors.com
the biggest and the best. and
is already billing the site as
the "largestonline community
of pastors and church leaders."
"To a degree, all he's doing
is ratcheting up the game one
more notch by getting everything online." said Benjamin J.
Hubbard. chairman of
California State. Fullerton's
comparative religion department.
"But RickWarren and his

Movie
Theatre

American Beauty<R>
Nominated for 8 Academy
Awards including Best Picture!

Tickets $6.00
$4.50 before 5:00pm

Fri & Sat 4:45, 7:00 & 9:20 pm
Sunday 4:45 & 7:00pm
Mon & Thurs 7:00pm
141 North Main, Smithfield

563-8080

¢

MOVIE
ee97
NO.
HOTLINE inefour MAIN
753-6444Theaters
H
Digital Surround
Sound in .i1 Theaters
BICENIINNIAL
MANCPGl
Mon•Thura7:
00 9:25

STEWART
LlffiE(PG)Mo,,·hs7:20
THE
SIXTH
SENSE
,cml-1w,1,10.9:10
Web pastor Rick Warren, founding pastorof SaddlebackValley Community in LakeForestCalif.,says

"We'll use any tool we can to get the messageout."

ministry ought to proceed
with great caution," Hubbard
said. "Howfar do you want to
go into the mass marketing of
religion? How much is
enough?... I think that this
kind of profit-making is not
in the .best tradition of Jewish
and Christian ethics. It
smacks of commercialism
gone mad."
But that's what it takes to
make an impact, said Falwell,
who sits on Pastors.corn's
advisory board.
"I faced those charges four
decades ago."said Falwell.
who first took his evangelism
to television 44 years ago.
"Today,the Internet is the
culprit. To me, it is nothing

more than common sense. It
is very practical to go where
the people are. I think if Jesus
were on the Earth today, he
would use radio, television,
the Internet and whatever
other media explosions are
about to surface."
Pastors.comoffers recordings of Warren's sermons,
daily prayers, full orchestration of religious songs and
videos that "allowyou to
experience the music a little
bit more like a live concert."
Church leaders can buy
recordings of Warren's sermons, such as "Howto Tell
God You Love Him" ($36 for
nine sermons), plus computer
programs such as QuickVerse.

which simplifies sermon
preparation ($74.99).
Warren. pointing to his
successwith a money-raising
plan that he said has generated $50 million for Saddleback
over the past five years, will
also offer financial consulting
services to other churches.
"Too often, sacrificially
given offerings end up paying
for the commissions of highpriced consultants."Warren
wrote this week in a mass email advertising the Web site.
"Asa pastor, I feel this needs
to change....Since God gave
me the ideas. we offer this
program to other churches for
just $150 and NO commissions."

Making
it counton NPR
SoNIA KRISHNAN

TMS Campus News Seroer

It's Saturdaymorning and
the clockradio alarm - permanentlyaffixedto National
PublicRadio- just went off.
Someonewith a cheerful
Britishvoicestarts talking
about math theoremsand
the numeric eternityof pi.
1ime to dozeback to sleep ...
but wait!Somethingis
wrong.Math is suddenly
makingbeautifulsense!Ah,
the Math Guy does it again
Alsoknown in these parts
as KeithDevlin.dean of science at St Mary'sCollegein
Moraga,the affable,52-yearold Englishmanhas been
NPR's"MathGuy· ever since
a producerfor Weekend
Editionsoughthim out six
years ago to help explaina
puzzlingmath question.
Devlinand the show'shost.
ScottSimon,clickedso well
on the air that NPRdecided
to make im the program's
unofficialministerof math
to jazz up fiveto 10 minutes
of air time beforethe 9 a.m.
news.
"Hewas both so lucid and
entertainingand really
seemedto make a connection with the audience,"
Simonsaid."We'realwayson
the lookoutfor interesting
peoplelikethat"
Devlinis a rare bird
among mathematicians.Not
only is he a prolificwriter (24
booksto date, with another
due out this summer).he is
light-hearted,chatty and
able to tum the esotericlanguageof math into brain
foodfor the masses.And
there's his Britishaccent
"It doesn'tget me much
in the U.K,"Devlinsaid with
characteristichumor, "but
peoplehere seem to like it"
Keepin mind,Devlinis
no ordinarymath buff.His
hunger to find a new math
- one that couldunderstand the mathematicsof
human languageand
thought - inspiredhim to
uproot his wifeand two
daughtersfrom Lancaster.
England.to Northern
Califomia to pursue his
researchat Stanford
Universityin 1987.
He fellin lovewith the
area, appliedfor the dean of
sciencepositionat St Mary's
and landed it in 1993.At the
small,liberalarts college,
Devlinknew he couldpur-
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sue his fascinationwith linguisticsand math on a much
~
deeper levelthan he couldat
a largeresearchuniversity.
-Adjustment
Devlinis also pursuing
another missionwith zeal:
for Students Interested in
of shifing and
removinga widespread,
Creative Writing & the Environment
mental blockthe publichas
braking
againstmath. His new book,
Hubbard Family Scholarship
S!::;1stems
whichhits the storesin
August is called"The Math
Qualifications:
Gene: HowMathematical
"
creative writing interest and ability (poetry, fiction, nonfiction)
AbilityEvolvedand Why
-Adjustment
Numbersare like Gossip.·
" commitment to the protection of the Earth's ecosystems
·we·ve evolvedto be creaof all bearings
* upper-division undergraduates Quniors and seniors)
tures interestedin the lives
* demonstrated academic achievement
of others,"Devlinsaid."You
take that capacityfor talking
-Wheel Truing
about other people- their
Award:
relationships,their loves,
.. full-tuition & fees ($3000)
their wants.their hates " 6-7 scholarships will be awarded
and those are exactlythe
-Lube
skillsthat you can applyto
Drivetrain
mathematics.
Procedure:
"It'sjust likea television
Applications should include the following:
drama."
--a resume
So all those hours glued
-Basic Cleaning
--unofficial transcript
to the tube actuallyenhance
mathematicalability?
--a letter of interest with evidence of qualifications
•Ifyou went to a math
--writing sample (e.g., poetry, fiction, nonfiction)
meetingand lookedat a
Reg.
--names of three faculty references
group of mathematicians
talkingabout mathematics
Send materials to Jay Greene, (435) 797-2846, College of
and you filmedthem and
Special
Humanities, Arts & Social Sciences, Old Main 338 by
cut out the sound,you'd
March 1, 2000 (extended deadline).
think they were gossiping.
~
Their animationswouldbe
• 11-r.
the same as a group of peopleat a pub.
If Devlinwants to recruit
more takers into the world
of math. he knowsthe subject needs a seriouspublic
relationsmakeover.
Enter actor Matt Damon.
On a "WeekendEdition·
segmentback in 1998,
Devlinand Simondiscussed.
~-····••"···"'··"·······
........................
·····
·····
..., .........................................................
' ........................................
.............
' ..............................................
' ...
the possibilityof Damon as
math's sexynew poster boy
after the film "GoodWill
Hunting"came out.
Couldthis filmreverse
Weareinterviewing
andhiring
the die-hardstereotypeof
the crustymathematician?
attheupcoming
careerfair.Donotmissouton
"No,we don't all have
138 north
yourchancetojumpintothebusiness
worldwith
blond hair and blue eyes,"
Devlinadmits,chuckling.
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Springis aroundthe corner:
USUSOFTBALL:
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Check Wednesday's Statesmanfor a
season preview.

797-1761
sports@statesman.usu.edu

RMCHA Champions!
Aggies recover from 8-2 loss Feb. 18
to whip Weber State in 5-2 in front
of last home crowd of the season
REUBEN WADSWORTH

Sports Writer

Two goals achieved. One to
go.
The Utah State University
hockey team reached two of
its preseason objectives by
defeating Weber State
University 5-2 Frid9y night in
the Rocky Mountain
Collegiate Hockey Association
(RMCHA)Title game.
Two of the Aggies' season
goals were to win the RMCHA
championship and win the
season series with Weber.
They did both on Friday,
receiving the RMCHA crown
for the first time since the
1996-97 season, and defeating
Weber three out of five times.
The season record between
the two archrivals stands at 31-1.
"It's the best hockey feeling
I've ever had," said USU freshman goaltender Eric
Moldenhauer upon winning
the league title. ·we came out
fired up . We played with our
hearts tonight."
"It's splendiferous," said
USU assistant captain Nate
Anderson, playing in his last

game as an Aggie in front of
the home crowd.
Lyle Van Orman, one of the
managers of the Weber State
squad, said USU won the
game before it even started.
According to him, the Aggies
were more hungry for the victory.
"We just had a desire
tonight," Moldenhauer said. ·1
could feel it when I walked
into the locker room."
"Desire can overcome any
obstacle," Anderson added.
USU head coach Jerry
Crossley said it was a good
feeling to become RMCHA
champs, but even bettei: for
him was watching his team
come together again . The
game was as good as he has
seen his team play all season,
he said.
Crossley said things might
have been worse had the
Aggies kept on winning after a
19-game run instead of going
through the four-game losing
streak. He said it helped in the
long run by reminding them
they were vulnerable.
After "inner turmoil" and
fatigue in the 8-2 loss to
Weber the previous week,

Crossley said it was good to
see the jump in his team's
legs.
Anderson said the passes
were crisp, players were communicating well and there was
a general good attitude on the
bench.
·our speed was back," he
said.
Though his team was playing well, Anderson still felt
some uncertainty.
He said when he missed a
breakaway goal in the second
period with his team up by
only a slim 2-1 margin (the
score after the first period). he
began to have doubts. On the
other hand, he said he knew if
his team did "the right thing"
it would come out on top .
The right thing in the final
period was three goals by the
Aggies and good execution on
defense.
Moldenhauer made a number of glove saves in the period to stop Wildcat scores.
including two in a row with
12:49 and 12:34 to go in the
period. His teammates contributed to his goaltending
Assistant captain Nate Anderson scoredtwo goals in his last appearancebeforea homecrowdin Friday

night's championshipgame against WeberState. USU will go on to Indianafor the ACHA Div. II tournament.
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Aggies finish 8-0 on road 1n BWC
USU wins 14th-straight
aespite 44 percent shooting
from the free throw line
against North Texas
the Aggies finish undefeated
on the road (8-0) in BWC play
for the first time ever - they
find different ways to win.
A winning streak is a lot
Fortunately for Utah State.
like a snowball rolling down a
against North Texas it was
hill - it gets bigger the furthe first three-fourths of the
ther it rolls.
contest that helped propel it
Such is the case with the
to victory.
Utah State
·we played 30
University men's
minutes of really
basketball team
good basketball,"
as it extended
Aggie head coach
the nation's
N.TEXAS
Stew Morrill said.
longest winning
"You look at the
streak to a school Game MVP:
stats and it looks
record 14 games
Anotherdayat the
like we dominated
Saturday night
officefor Shawn
the game . Yet, we
against the
Daniels:17points,8
just turn it over
University of
rebounds
and lose focus for
North Texas at
a while, and have
The Super Pit in
Denton, Texas.
Key Stat: 44 a real ugly stretch.
"We're not
However. the
USU'sfreethrowand
streak was in
3-pointer
percentage. going to complain
about it. We'll try
jeopardy after the
and learn from it.
Aggies (14-0 Big
Turning point: And
we're fortuWest Conference,
23-5 overall) built Thomashit a 3-pointer nate that we can
. with1:30leftin the
learn from a win
a seemingly
gameto extendthelead rather than a loss,"
insurmountable
to 18.
he said.
20 point secondComing off a
half lead, only to
have the Mean Green (5-9, 7- career night at New Mexico
State University (27 points)
18) come as close as three
points on two separate occaThursday. sophomore guard
sions in the waning moments
Tony Brown scored just three
points against UNT, but the
of the game.
"Even in spite of the way
four other starters stepped it
the game ended," USU senior
up by reaching the double
figure plateau for USU.
forward Troy Rolle said after
the 76-68 victory, ·we found a
Forward Shawn Daniels led
the Aggie contingent with 17
way to pull it out."
points on 8-of-16 shooting
And that's been one of the
from the field. but just 1-of-5
most amazing things about
from the free-throw line . The
the curr ent streak which saw

AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

The Utah State University
softball team won two out of
five games in the Red Desert
Classic tournament in St.
George last weekend.
The Aggies beat Southern
Utah University , 3-1, and the
University of Tulsa, 1-0,
while losing to top -25 ranked
Stanford University, 7-3, and
Oklahoma State University,
6-3 , as well as Brigham
Young University. 3-2.
USU is now 4-6 on the
season, four of those losses
coming to top -25 teams.
No. 25 OSU held on to a
3-0 first-inning lead to hold
off the Aggies, opening the
tournament for USU with a
loss. Senior Sandy Taylor and
sophomore Breanne Nickle
countered with back-to-back
home runs in the second

WADE DENNISTON

SeniorSports Writer

usu

Softball
beatsSU
U,Tulsa
at
Utah's
RedDesert
Classic

76
68

inning to dose the lead.
Taylor, who added another
homer Sunday against
Stanford, has three on the
season. 17 in her career and
is now within one of tying a
school career record .
The Aggies squandered a
chance to take the lead in
the sixth. down 4-3, when
they had the bases loaded
with only one out. But two
straight strikeouts stranded
the runners and the Cowgirls
scored two in the bottom of
that inning to secure the victory.
·we just didn't execute,"
McCreesh said. ·we had
opportunities. Our pitchers ·
need to get ahead of batters,
but we showed we can play
with top-25 teams."
USU quickly rebounded,
beating SUU's Thunderbirds

JumptoSomwt. Page9

USU gymnasts finish
last in Nebraska meet
LYNNETTE HOFFMAN

Sports Writer
Junior forward Shawn Daniels scored17andhada blockand a steal

in 33 minutes Saturdaynight at Denton, Texas.

6-foot-6 junior also totaled
eight rebounds. two assists, a
block and a steal.
Behind 6-of-13 shooting
from the field (2-for-3 from
three-point range), Rolle
added 16 points for USU,
while junior center Dimitri
Jor sen and junior guard
Bernard Rock contributed 14
and 11, respectively.
Going up against the Big
West's worst defensive team

in scoring (83.5) and field goal
percentage (49.0), the Aggies
were able to shoot nearly 51
percent from th e field (50.8)
on 30-of-59 shots, as well as
out-rebound the Mean
Green, 52-33.
And rebounding was one
area USU wanted to improve
after the first meeting with
North Texas. Feb. 3, at the

Jumpto BAsKrow.L
Page9

The Utah State University
gymnastics team finished
fourth out of four teams
Sunday at the University of
Nebraska.
Nebraska won the meet
easily, snatching up the top
three places on every event. to
end with a 196.775. West
Virginia followed with
195.475. Southern Utah finished third with 193.075,
while the Aggies scored
192.750.
·we had a very disappointing outing," head coach Ray

Corn said. "We're mentally
weary and we're road weary .
We're looking forward to coming back to the Spectrum."
While No. 7 Nebraska, No.
13 West Virginia and
Southern Utah all started
strong. the Aggies were behind
after the first rotation .
Counting a fall on floor. and
another on bars prevented the
Aggies from catching the rest
of the field.
The strong start on beam
was a bright spot , since the
Aggies have struggled on the
event throughout the season.

Jumpto NEBRA,SKA,.
Page10

Aggies•
N AcT10N
Friday
Hockey
RMCHA Championship
Utah State
5
Weber State 2
Softball
Oklahoma
St.
Utah State

6
3

Utah State
Southern
Utah

3
1

Women's
Tennis
Furman
9
Utah State
0

Utah State
Tulsa

Saturday
Basketball
Utah State
North Texas

1
0

Sunday
76
68

Softball
Brigham
Young
Utah State

3
2

Gymnasti cs
Four - way meet at
Lindon
Neb .

Nebraska
West Virginia
Southern
Utah
Utah State

Softball
Stanford
Utah State

196.775
195.475
193.075
192.750
7
3
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USU
golferstake BASKETBALL
13that 49er
Collegiate
Classic
ContinuedfromPage8

lJTAH
STATEUNMRSITY
Athletic MediaRelations
LONG BEACH,Calif. - Junior
Mike Haws shot a final day 78 and
finished 39th individually to lead
Utah State University to a 13th-place
finish in the 15 team 49er Collegiate
Classic Saturday.
Haws. who shot 76 and 74 in the
first two rounds Friday. finished 15
strokes out of first place. Daniel Ozley
of University of Alabama-Birmingham
was the top golfer with a 213 total.
which included a three-under par 68
performance in the first round.
UABwon the tournament with a
seven-over par total of 859. UABwas
followed by UC Santa Barbara with a
879, and Long Beach State University
rounded out the top three turning in
a 886. USU shot 921 for the weekend.
Other Aggie performances included Kevin Petersen who finished 50th
with a 231, Kevin Blotter and Casey
Beck tied for 54th at 233. and Chris
Olsen finished 64th with a 235 total.
Utah State's will next be in action
at the University of California at
Irvine Anteater Invitational. March
27-28.

Team Results
1. Alabama-Birmingham859
2. UC Santa Barbara
3. Long Beach State
4. New Mexico State
5. Toledo
6. Univ. San Diego
7. Santa Clara
8. Texas-Arlington
9. CSU Stanislaus
10. Loyola Marymount
11. CSU Northridge
12. UC Irvine
13. UTAH STATE
14. Wyoming
15. Denver

879
886
888
891
898
903
904
906
911
912
917
921
926
945

Individual Results
1. Daniel Ozley, UAB

213
2. Jeff Wood, UCSB
214
2. Graeme McDowell, UAB 214
4. Tryol Auret, UAB
216
5. Richard Elliott, Toledo 217
5. Ryan Hanratty. USD 217

Utah State Results
t39th.
t50th.
t54th.
t54th.
t65th.

Mike Haws
Kevin Petersen
Kevin Blotter
Casey Beck
Chris Olsen

228
231
233
233
235

SofTBALL
ContinuedfromPage8
3-1 later in the day. Amy ·
Settlemier pitched a complete
game, holding SUU to only
one run in the first.
All Aggie runs came in the
first inning as well. Tiffany
Pug!Ilire, Stephanie Vasarhely
and Nickle all scored using a
sacrifice. a double steal and a
throwing error to advance
after they got on base.
·1 was pleased with how
we came back from the early
lbss, as well as coming back
from allowing Southern Utah
a run in the first," McCreesh
said.
On Saturday. the resilient
Aggies again recovered from a
tough loss to the first-year
Cougars to edge out Tulsa in
a pitcher's dual.

Spectrum, when the Mean
Green won the battle on
the boards, 40 (17 offensive)
to 37.
"We wanted to come out
and be aggressive on the
rebounding." Rolle said. "It
was a blessing for us to
even have all our guards to
rebound like that:
Rock led aII guards with
eight boards. while Brown
added seven and Rolle contributed five. Jorssen led
everybody with a gamehigh nine.
But. as has been the case
all year, Utah State struggled from the charity stripe
as it was only able to connect on 12-of-27. which was
a big reason the Aggies
weren't able to open an
even bigger lead than they
did.
However. USU was able
to make 6-of-10 from the
line toward the end of the
game to pull away.
·we made a few when
we needed to." Morrill said.
The Aggies got off to a
great start in the game as
_they connected on their
first shot when Rolle
grabbed a lob from Daniels
and put the ball home .
After a dunk by North
Texas senior forward
Brandon Gilbert gave the
game its only tie, Utah
State used an 8-0 run to
help it move out to a 16-8
lead as each starter had two
baskets. with the exception
of Brown.
A free throw from
sophomore forward
Brennan Ray gave the
Aggies a 23-11 lead with
8:40 left in the first half.
but freshman star guard
Chris Davis, who started
the game O-for-5 from the
field. brought the Mean
Green back to within eight
with his first two baskets.
Using a 16-5 run behind
eight points from Rolle,
Utah State opened its
largest lead of the opening
half, 39-20, as it held North
Texas without a field goal
for the final four minutes
of the half.
Davis was able to cut the
lead to 39-23 at halftime
when he drained a 3-pointer from just inside the halfcourt line .

USU led 2-0 going into the
bottom of the fourth inning
on runs by Pugmire and
Nickle. Pugmire stole third
and home on a double steal
with Vasarhely, and Nickle hit
her second home run in the
tournament.
BYU scored three in the
fifth inning using help from
two Aggie errors and a walk
in addition to its three hits.
That afternoon. Junior
Kelly Warner pitched a threehitter as Markean Neal's run
gave her the win in the
eighth inning.
With freshman Eva
DeJarnette on second and
Neal on third, Aimee Johnson
struck out. However the
catcher dropped the ball on
the third strike and threw it
high to first. The Tulsa first
baseman collided with
Johnson, then spun around

Using an 84 run to start
the second
half, the
Aggies opened
their biggest
lead of the
game, 47-27.
with 15:14 to
go following a
rebound jam
from Rolle.
After a
quick timeout
by the Mean
Green, North
Texas was able
to cut the lead
to 47-32 when
j
USU turned
::i
....
the ball over
three straight
trips down the
court.
L:..-.-------...-....!:::.......:.......:.......,__.__......------J~
As more
. in. a game ear1.ier th.1sseason.He madea key 3l
d
Rashaun Thomas attempts to dnve
wthoeAs
P ~gue
pointerin the secondhalf Saturdaynight. Thosethreewere his only points of the game.
e gg1es
(Jorssen missed two free
He came back and was real
throws and they turned it
BASKETBALL
SUMMARY
aggressive with the ball."
over again). the Mean
Davis and Erskin led the
usu Min FG FT Reb A TP
Green were able to dose to Mean Green with 24 points
33 8/16 115 B 2 17
Daniels
within 11. before Brown
and 20, respectively. Gilbert
Rolle
31 6/13 m s o 16
jorssen
29 6/10 2/8 9
I 1-4
stepped up and nailed a 3- added 12 for UNT.
,
Rock
30 ◄{7 3/S 8 I II
pointer from the right side.
With their road schedule
31 1/5 0/0 7 7
3
Brown
USU continued to look
finally over, the Aggies are
Stewart
30/02/2002
in control of the game as it certainly glad to be home.
10 J/1 0/0 0 0
3
Thomas
Ray
16 213 2/4 4 0
6
eventually pushed its lead
"It'll be so nice to get
Baley
9 2/3 0/1 3 I
-t
back out to 18 following a
home (Sunday)," Morrill
80/10/0
I I
0
Bobb
3-pointer from sophomore
said, ·and actually be home
TOTALS 200 30/5912/17 51 11 76
guarcl.,Rashaun Thomas,
for a period of 10. 11 days,
N. Texas Mh, FG FT Reb. A TP
with 7:30 left.
or whatever, before the
Gilbert
28 5/8 0/0 l
O 11
· But that's when Davis
conference tournament
Erskin
39 7/16 611 ◄ 7 I 20
Miller
11 0/0 112 -0 0
I
and sophomore forward
starts. I think that will help
Williams
29 1/l 0/0 3 2
3
Deginald Erskin took over
us recapture some energy
Davis
36 8/2'4 4/◄ 8 2 2-4
for North Texas.
and get us ready to go
LU<;:3$
81/20/320
2
The duo combined for
because we're going to have Funches 19 f/6 0/0 5 0 2
Mangrum 231/22/2
2 0 4
17 points to bring the Mean to be ready to go next
70/30/0
IO
0
Masters
Green to within three. 71weekend."
TOTALS 200 24/6313/25 33 5 68
68, with 1:27 left.
Utah State will conclude
Jpt FG: USU◄/9 (Brown 1/.4,Roll2/3).N.
The Aggies didn't help
Big West play at the
Texa$7116(Davis4111,GilbertUl. ·
their own cause by commit- Spectrum Thursday night
WRli;uns1/2).
ting several turnovers,
Steals: USU3 (Threewith one).N. Texas
against the University of
1I (Gilben:4, Mangrum3}.
including a missed breakIdaho (6-8, 12-14) and
Blocks:USU4 Oorssen2, Daniels.
RoHe).
away dunk by Rock.
Saturday night against Boise N. Texas4 (Gilberl2.El'$kin,Masr.ers).
Morrill admitted the
State University (6-8, 12-13). Attendance: 2.762
team wasn't very pleased
Both games will tip-off at
with their play during that
7:05 p.m.
stretch run.
"The kids felt bad about
that stretch," he said.
"That's how this group is.
They know what's right and
they know what they need
to do. That's what they've
done all year long and we
talked about that:
Rock and USU wouldn't
fold as it regained its composure at the end by playing solid defense and hitting dutch free throws .
·we found a way to pull
it through," Rolle said.
\\(' ( ,lll gl'I you 11110
"Bernard ... he didn't give in.
d clificrcnt lr,1111t' ot 111i11d.

8

and threw a wild throw to
third base.
Neal slid under the tag at
home for the winning run.
"AJ(Johnson) ran hard on
the third strike and that
enabled us to get the win,"
McCreesh said.
Taylor scored all of usu·s
three runs against No. 11
Stanford in the Aggies final
game of the weekend and
only Sunday match. But it
was not enough as the
Cardinal opened a 4-0 lead in
the top of the second inning
on their way to the 7-3 win .
Despite the seven runs by
Stanford. the USU defense
played well as the team
recorded two double plays
and center fielder Pugmire
threw out a runner at home.
"I was proud of our team."
McCreesh said. "That was a
respectable performance

experience of a lffetim
the leader
in nuclear technolog

Exclusive providn for PFHI'
and Opticarc oi Utah.

1155No.Main
Logan
_
• 752-2092

Just in case
the ski bum thing
doesn't work ou_t.

Get the

Kaplan gets you in.

.

As an officer in the Navy,you oemtake on a ~ Get up to
highly-respectedleadership position right
i over $2,000 month ~out of school, You'll be responsiblefor keep.. during your junior and
Ing the world's largest and most sophistlca.t-: ,enior year of college.
ed fleet of nuclear-poweredsubmarinesand
aircraft carriers on the move, ··1hroughthe i Toqualifyfor p lo $62,000
Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
i
Program,you'll receivethEIfinest academic i•Bea United St tea Citizen.
and technical training the Navyhas to offer. i•Flnlsh your sop omore year of
And with approximatelyhalf the United
t eollege,me.jori tn engineer
States' nuclear reactors under our control, ! ing, math phys! s, or chemistry
we're the undisputed leaderIn the nuclear !with a mlnlmuni 3.0 GPA
energy field. This unique exporienoe will
i
i
prepare you for the ellts engineeringJobsIn ieoompleteone yearof calculus
the highly-competltlvecivilian market, as
and catculus-blaiedphysics.

I
!

!

ontatct:
well.

Navy Rep nt

Career :l!'atr
or c:~Jll-800-914-8498

!i
i

N1!UY

LR ltl

,

RNEY
BBIIV.

For over 60 years, Kaplan has been helping students get into the schools
of their choice. Whether you're facing the LSAT, GMAT, GAE, MCAT or TOEFL*,
take Kaplan and get the score you need to get into the schools you want.

Classes start March 22. Call to enroll!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan
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OLD
FARI TOWNllOUSES
Men place third, women fourth at meet
Now Renting Summer Contracts
PHASE 1:

PIIASI Z:

Shared room

Shared room

uso•

UTAHSTATEUNMRSITY

Athletic Media Relations

uoo•
Priwate room
ssoo•

Prices for the entire summer!

Contract starts II/lay 6 and ends August 19, 2000
$125 deposit reguired
for reservation.

Come by the office at 777 E. 1000 N. #MS
or call 75Z-7501
Office Hours 9:30- 5:30 Mon-Fri, 9:30-1:30 Sat

(~

RENO, Nev. - Utah State's men's and
women's track and field teams turned in
impressive performances at the
Mountain Pacific Sports Federation
Championships Friday and Saturday.
The men finished in third place with 83
points and the women finished in fifth
place with 53 points.
"The men finishing third was
absolutely fabulous." said USU head
coach Gregg Gensel. "It was higher then
we anticipated. and the women finishing
fifth was a good solid showing. We are
happy with what we did.It was quite a weekend for Aggie
throwers as junior James Parker won the
35-pound weight throw with a toss of
67-06.75, and junior Charlotre Wahlin
set a school record in the women's 20
pound weight throw with a toss of 5707.75. Utah State's previous record was
57-06.00, held by Erin Hartvigsen.
"James· win was really exciting," said
Gensel. "He has been injuried and came
to throw just to help the team out. He
completed only one throw and won the
meet.·
In the men's high jump competition
the Aggies finished first and second with
senior Lance Thurston jumping 7-02.50
and junior Mike Cosgrave jumping 7-

~1·~,

~- ~-"Middle of the block, at
the sign of the clock"

/

"Middle of the
block, at the sign of
the clock" is the
address of S .E.
Needham Jewelers.
Although the street
address is 141 N. Main
Street, for decades
S.E. Needham's has used the phrase

''Middle of the block, at the sign of

00.50 , both marks were personal records.
Senior Marcus Morgan also turned in
a personal record on the way to a second place finish in the mile with a time
of 4:06.91. Morgan's time also qualifies
him provisionally for the NCAA
Championships. In the women's mile
junior Rebekah Thornley also took second place with a time of 4:55.77.
"I think we impressed a lot of people
this weekend," concluded Gensel. "We
got a lot of comments from Pac-10
schools who thought that they were
going to just walk all over us. It 's nice
to hear those type of comments from
those schools. Overall we had a great
weekend."
_
Utah State will next see action Mar. 34 as they travel to Pocatello, Idaho and
Laramie, Wyo. to compete in the Last
Chance Meets.

Top Aggie Finishers
MEN

1st - James Parker, weight throw (67Bruce McCannel competesin the triplejump
06.75)
1st - Lance Thurston. high jump (7-02.50 in Reno at the MPSF Championships.He took
fourth with a distanceof 47 feet 11 inches.
2nd - Mike Cosgrave, high jump 9700.50
2nd - Rebekah Thornley, mile {4:55.77)
2nd - Marcus Morgan. mile (4:06.91)
3rd - Melissa Jensen, 800 meter (2:12.06)
3rd - 4x400 Medley Relay (3:46.10)
WOMEN
3rd - Distance Medley (11:59.31)

the clock" as the address.
There has been a street clock in front
of S.E. Needham Jewelers throughout
most of its history. The present clock
was installed in the 1930s and before
that a different clock was used dating
to the turn of the century. This street
clock is set for complete accuracy
according to an atomic clock which
receives a radio wave every 24 hours
from Boulder, Colorado.
When shopping for diamonds, jewelry, clocks and watches, gifts and tableware look for the landmark of downtown Logan, S.E. Needham Jewelers:

.&
ti

"Mlddleof the block, at the sign of the clock..... --~

"~~=====~)
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Sophomore

Stephanie Huff performson the beam in the Spectrum

earlierthis season.Huff scoreda 9.75 on vault Sunday.

TITLE
Continuedfrom Page8

EarnS6/hr:while having
the bestsummer o(yo·ur life!
INTERVIEWS
Atlagoon

At FarmingtonJr. High

Friday,March 3, 2000
4:30 p.m.
Ages: 1S and older**
LIFEGUARDS
OHLY

Sot., Morch 4, 2000
Sot., March 11, 2000
9:00a.m.
Ages: 1Sand older* ..

Lagoon Interviews will be held in the Maintenance/WarehouseBuilding.
Applicants should enter on the west side of the building.

it's what IUN Isl

Lag:en
For more information, call 801-451-8187
'16 yearsand older. ••Applicantsmust be at least 16 yearsold by JuneI, 2000.
• .. Applicantsmust be at leastl5 yearsold by June!, 2000.
Employeeswho completethe seasonmaybe ehg,blefor endof seasonbonus.
SchoolCredit available1nDavis,Weber andMorganCountiesthroughSchool-to-Careers
Programfor workmg at Lagoonthis summer
. SeeSchoolCounselorfor details.

9.75, and Christy Denson
added a full twist to her
Continuedfrom 8
Yurchenko for the second time
this season.
Denson also increased her
The first athlete up, Kirra
difficulty on bars,
Degener. suffered a
adding a full twist
fall, but the rest of
'We hada very to her double lc1ythe squad was able
to focus on their
disappointing out dismount, making it one of the
routines and pull
outing. We're most difficult distogether.
mounts done on
·we were ecstatmentally weary bars
.
ic." Corn said. ·we
She scored 9.875
thought we were
and we're road
on the event - the
home free."
weary. We're Aggies highest. But
Degener and
junior Kristin O'Dell lookingforward falls from freshman
Tina Ellis and
were both steady on
floor, earning 9.625
to comingback senior Trina Ewart
forced the Aggies to
and 9.7, respectively.
to the
count a five-tenth
But sophomore
Stephanie Huff fell
Spectrum.' deduction.
The win is only
twice, and freshman
the Thunderbirds
Erin Maguire also
•RAYCORN•
fourth win against
had a fall.
HfADCOACH
the Aggies in 30
Sophomore
tries.
M~gar .
Th 1.A~&ieswill
Woolstenhul{lle .l~d
take on Texas Women's
the Aggies on vaull with a
University - from Denton,
9.775. tying for the third highTex, the same place the
est score on the event.
University of North Texas "She threw the best vault
on Friday in the Spectrum at 7
she's ever thrown." Corn said.
p.m.
Huff followed with a solid

NEBRASKA

efforts when on a number of occasions
they knocked the puck away when it
loomed too close to the net.
Moldenhauer only let one puck past
him in the final period. After making
another two saves in a row he fell to the
·ice, allowing Weber State captain Sean
Boyle an easier time slipping it into the net
with 6:39 to go in the game. The final
W5U goal was simply a miscommunication
on defense, Moldenhauer said.
The Aggies struck early in the third after
·a scoreless second period by both teams.
USU assistant captain Alan Babicky connected on a pass from Ross Keys to put his
team up 3-1. A little less than nine minutes
more into the period Anderson scored
unassisted after picking up a loose puck.
Anderson slipped it into the net one more
•time with 4:45 remaining on a pass from
Kelly Froerer to help seal the victory.
Other Aggies scorers were Aaron Sutliff

and Ian Tracy.
Anderson said it was good to have the
fans back after a crowd of only about 50
people showed up for the first game of the
playoffs against the Provo Icecats on
Wednesday. Anderson said he was pleased
there were more USU fans than there were
WSU fans.
Anderson has watched a lot of NCAA
hockey in his day and never has he seen
such dedicated fans as those at USU, he
said.
·we have the best fans." he said. "(They
are) our extra man on the ice."
Anderson even took the microphone
after the championship trophy was presented to thank the fans personally.
USU fans are energetic and never give
up , he said. They don't walk out when the
team is losing and they chant to help lift
the team up. he said.
The Aggies will try to accomplish their
third preseason goal. to make it to the
national final four. when they travel to
Indianapolis this week to compete in the
national tournament.

USUtennis
loses9-0 to
FurmanUniv.
UTAHSTATEUNMRSITY

Athletic Media Relations

Utah State University women's ten- l
nis team lost on Saturday to Furman
University at Boise, Idaho 9-0.
The Aggies struggled in every
match with Tracy Bertagna and
Jackie Ellis winning the most games
as they both fell at number two singles and at number four singles 6-1.
6-3.
1
USU's women's tennis team will
return to action on March 11, when
it will host Air Force at the Sports
Academy at 11 a.m.

THURSDAY
7:00 PM
FIFTH FLOOR
UNIVERSITY
INN
800-933-2039

Jude Crutchfield

$23,420
.., never thought I could make so muc h
money with a summer ;ob ! Echpse·s core
pnnc 1ples of trust, ,otegnty , and !',ving 100 %
make me feel good about what I'm doing.

I'll never work for anyoneelse."

Gabe Charlton

$16,300
'Work.mg for Eclipse t he past two summers
ha s not only been f 1nanc1aUyreward ing , bu t
it has also been a great learning experience .
I have learned how to effe ctively sell and
Mw to reach my goals--cwo
things that will

help me in my future career."

L<e>@rn
h@wy@uC@lnm@ke
big m@neythis summer,
liH>H

H..:$15,304
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Governors scramble to tap states into new economy
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
nation's governors are investing billions of dollars in technology this year, from registering cars online to providing
seed money for Internet startups, in a concerted and sometimes frantic effort to tap into
the new economy.
What works and what doesn't remains a puzzle. Coming
together for a weekend devoted to the challenges of the digital age, the governors rushed
to follow the private sector.
"Government is always the
last to catch up," said Illinois
Gov. George Ryan, who wants
to spend $1.9 billion on technology in his state over the
next five years. "If we don't
invest now, we're going to be
behind."
Governors heard from a
parade of software and corporate executives, professors and
commentators at the winter

meeting of the National
Governors· Association. Some
governors shared stories of
their successes.
"Some get it. some don't."
said Eric Schmidt, head of
software manufacturer Novell
Inc.. who spoke to governors
Sunday about technology's
place in global competition.
But in a world where "the
fastest learner wins," things
can change fast.
In New Jersey Gov. Christie
Whitman's state-of-the-state
address this year, she proposed
$165 million toward technological initiatives from new
training for welfare recipients
to Internet incubators that
help launch new companies.
"You can't just let it happen," she said. "You've got to
be driving it."
She is not alone. Almost all
the governors have laid out
spending initiatives emphasiz-

ing new technology. South
The governors' gathering
Carolina Gov. Jim Hodges
mixed policy and how-to
wants $500,000 to add a chief
lessons: expanding broadband
technology officer to his cabiaccess. launching state World
net; California Gov.
Wide Web sites,
Gray Davis pro'Governmentis reinventing postposed $75 million
secondary educafor research at pub- always the last to tion, managing
lie universities to
reams of
catch up. If we the
focus on the next
government
generation of techdon't invest now, information .
nologies; Ryan's
One model is
we're going to be Washington
hoped-for $1.9 bi!lion would go to
state, home to
behind.'
education progiant Microsoft
grams, government
and for two years
•GEORGERY4N• ranked the top
services and venIIJ.li'iOlSGOVERNOR
ture capital invest"Digital State" by
ments.
the Progress and
In part, the spending proFreedom Foundation and No .
posals result from the boom4 in the Progressive Policy
ing economy itself and the
Institute·s "New Economy
Index."
record revenues flowing into
Businesses in Washington
the states. They also are the
can calculate and pay taxes
governmental version of Wall
online through a program proStreet's fascination with the evided free by the state . Similar
world.

Boeing
engineers
undeterred
aftercontract
talkscollapse,
17,000remainon strike
SEATTLE(AP)- Boeing
engineers were back on the
picket lines Sunday after contract negotiations between the
company and their union
broke down and a federal
mediator left town.
No further talks were
scheduled, and engineers and
technical workers promised to
keep picketing until a new contract agreement is reached.
At least 17,000workers
remained on strike over the
weekend. The workers walked
off the job Feb. 9.
The three offers Boeing has
made show little movement,
union officials said.
Talks between The Boeing
Co. and the Society for
Professional Engineering
Employees in Aerospace
(SPEEA)broke down Saturday,
and C. Richard Barnes, the
nation's top federal mediator,
left town shortly thereafter.
"We kind of figured this
might happen," said Geoff
Lawrey,a software engineer
and 12-year Boeing veteran
picketing in front of company
headquarters Sunday. "It
would've been nice (to have an
agreement). but nobody seriously thought it would happen ,"
Boeing spokesman Peter
Conte said Sunday: "We came
to the table with what we
thought were•viable alterna-

tives. We thought SPEEA's
counter-proposal was not
viable."
SPEEAnegotiators had
sought more guaranteed pay
raises and bonuses similar to
those received by the larger
Machinists union. Boeing has
insisted on mostly selective pay
increases, reductions in life
insurance benefits and
increased health insurance
premiums for employees.
While Boeing did not offer
guaranteed bonuses , it did
offer employee stock options.
But the engineers on the picket line - many of whom know
fellow technologists in Seattle's
high-tech workforce - said the
options offer was nearly meaningless.
The union said that
Boeing's latest offer this weekend was very dose to its original offer on Nov. 11,which was
near-unanimously voted down .
The second offer, which was
turned down by a slim margin.
was made Jan. 13.
SPEEAcontracts cover
22,600 employees in the
Seattle area, California and
Kansas. though the union has
only about 64 percent of those
workers as members .
Conte confirmed that
Boeing has started to hire
short-term contract workers to
take over engineering and
technical functions until the

anyone," Tellaeche said.
Torre was attacked as he
drove home from Mass, unaccompanied by his bodyguards,
on a three-lane highway that
runs along the northern edge
of Tijuana, Tellaeche said.
Riddled with bullet holes,
his black Chevy Suburban
with tinted windows crashed
into a palm tree on the side
of the road. Tellaeche said.
The windshield bore more
than a dozen bullet holes and
the three windows on the driver's side had been shot out,
as was the front window on
the passenger side.
Government news agency
Notimex there were four
assailants, though investiga-

the police department and
posting the names of all the
johns arrested for soliciting a
prostitute ," said Jeff Eisenach.
president of the Progress and
Freedom Foundation . a group
that once helped fund Newt
Gingrich"s college classes.
Privacy problems weren't
ignored, but economic issues
dominated for the governors.
Economic development is a
top priority. Sales tax on the
Internet remains unresolved.
The four-day meeting
began with a stern warning:
The NGA's report on the new
economy concluded that states
must aggressively refashion
their governments if they
want to continue to compete .
The NGA chairman. Utah
Gov. Michael Leavitt. laid it
out starkly: "States can fight
the changes and die. accept
them and survive, or lead and
prosper ."

MUSIC
ONTHEMAC
FREEClinicat KSMGuitars

strike is resolved. He did not
know how many contractor
replacements have been hired.
The. company delivered
three more aircraft to customers on Friday. bringing the
total deliveries up to nine since
the strike began on Feb. 9. In
1999, Boeing delivered.47 aircraft in the month of February.
Tim Murphy, a lead engineer with the company, now
drives to picket sites throughout the region with large urns
of coffee for striking workers.
Wherever he's gone, he said
workers remain willing to
strike as long as it takes.
"You know, the longer this
goes on, the more we're going
to ask for when we come back
to the table," Murphy said. "We
don 't need to be here. There
are plenty of great jobs out
there right now."
Striking workers may soon
feel a financial squeeze. SPEEA
workers missed their first paychecks of the strike on
Thursday, and must start pay~
ing for their own health insurance on March 1.
The union had no strike
fund when workers walked out,
though donations and fundraising have brought in some
$88,000 so far.
But for now, the workers
remain determined to remain
picketing, waving at beeping
cars passing by.

co•sponsorea
byusuComputerSolutions
Matt Hepworthfrom AlesisKeyboardCompany
andJohnCarter from 13/8 Productions
will
demonstrateand teachyou howto usethe
AlesisQ-Series
Keyboardswith Macintosh
Computers.Alsoset up will be the newiMacDV
with the CanonUltra digital videocamcorder
and demonstrations
of iMovie.

Thursday March 2, 2000
starts at 7:00 p.m.
at KSM Guitars
349 North Main, Logan
ALLALESIS KEYBOARDSAND SOUND
MODULES 25% OFFTHATNIGHT ONLY.

Tijuanapolicechiefgunneddownby unknown
assailants
TIJUANA,Mexico (AP)Assailants shot and killed
Tijuana's police chief Sunday,
pumping more than 100 shots
into his car as he drove along
a busy highway.
Alfredo de la Torre, in
charge of the police force in
this violent border town since
1998, was pronounced dead at
the scene, said Enrique
Tellaeche, a spokesman for
the Baja California state attorney general's office in Tijuana .
Dozens of investigators
combed the city and interviewed witnesses. but no one
had been arrested.
"He was well-known and
well-liked, we didn't know he
was having any problems with

ideas - taxes to car registration to social services benefits
- are being considered or put
in place nationwide.
"How long will people wait
in line at your driver's license
bureau if they can buy the
whole bloody car online?"
New York Times columnist
Thomas Friedman asked the
governors. "If the United
States of America doesn't
become as efficient as America
Online , government will
become irrelevant."
Obstacles do remain, particularly the same questions of
privacy and security that
recently plagued the nation 's
biggest e-businesses. For government agencies that maintain sensitive personal information , the question is crucial.
"Some hacker who had a lot
of fun hacking into an e-commerce site (will say) it'll be
even more fun hacking into

tors said they were unsure of
the number of attackers .
Tijuana. a gritty metropolis
of 1.2 million people in northwestern Mexico across the
border from San Diego,
California, has been plagued
by waves of violence stemming from drug and arms
smuggling, and involving
undocumented workers.
The city. home to the
busiest border crossing on
Earth, is one of the main
ports of entry for drugs heading into the United States.
De la Torre, who had a
long career in law enforcement. was the former director
of the state penitentiary in
Tijuana.
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PLUSFREEDOORPRIZES!!!
ComputerSolutions
UtahState UniversityCC135
Logan, UT84322-3715
(435) 797-3357

KSMGuitars
349 North Main
Logan, UT84321
(435) 753·6813

-------------------------------------------------'
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The satisfaction of working at Micron Technology,Inc. goes beyondthe expected. It comesfrom technological breakthroughsand the
interaction with talented professionals.Everyteam membercontribution affects the end result.

You,:s
iftt welcome
ilt Micron.
'

...,.,...................
......,

CAREER FAIR

,

Wednesday,March 1, 9:00a.m.- 3:00p.m.
Taggart Student Center,Sunburst/InternationalLoungeand Ballroom

INFORMATION

SESSION

Thursday,March2, 6:00p.m.• Ecceles ConferenceCenter,Room303-305
Pizzaandsodasprovided!

Pleasecontact CareerServices for additional information.

Yourareasof opportunity:

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
PHYSICS

DRAM,
SRAM& FLASH
MEMORY

MEMORY
UPGRADES

PRODUCTION
OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT

Ourareasof expertise:

1'4IC:R~·
Building The Future Dally"
EOE/AA

GRAPHICS
ACCELERATORS

Micron offers highly competitive compensationand excellent benefits, including medical/dental/visioncoverage,
profit sharing,stock purchase, and 401(k). Promotinghealth through physical fitness, Micron has an 8,000square foot fitness center
located at our Boise site, as well as a healthcare facility available on-site.

8000S. FederalWay, P. 0. Box6, MS707-APU,Boise,Idaho83707-0006
Fax:(208)368-4641,
Attn:APU;Jobline:(800)932-4991;
E-mail:
· hrwebmaster@micron.com
Visit Micrononthe Web at www.micron.com
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Voicesand Views

Sti~sman

No\M CHOMSKY,
AUTHOR.
1992:
•Ifwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise. we
don't believe in it at all."

EDITORIN CHIEF

797-1762
Editor@statesrnan.usu.edu

0,1otes
'n
""NOTES

eeireR Give
Her A Li1TLe.

Presidential
Ratings
A group of 58
historians,taking part in a
survey by CSpan have
ranked
Abraham
Lincolnas the
greatestpresident in U.S.
history in the
areasof administrative skill,
vision, pursuit
of justice and
crisis management.
The historians
also rated Bill
Clinton the
worst when it
comes to
"moralauthority," lowereven
than Richard
Nixon who
resignedin disgracein 1974.

About

LETTERS

Lengthshouldbe
limitedto 350 words.
All lettersmay beshortened,editedor rejected
for reasonsofgood taste,
redundancyor volume
ofsimilarletters.
No anonymousletters
will be published.
Writersmust signall
letters,with phone
number(or e-mail
address)and student
numberclearlystated.
Lettersrepresenting
groups- or morethan
one individual- must
havea singularrepresentativeclearlystated,
with all necessaryID
and information.
Writersmust wait 21
daysbeforesubmitting
successiveletters- no
exceptions.
Letterscanbe hand
deliveredor mailedto
The Statesmanin the
TSC 319, or can be
e-mailedal
tdilor@

stalmnan.usu.tdu

MORE SPAce, ....
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Jazz concert,
free dance
classesoffered
this week
Soc:IALCALENDARINGWTTHANN / Ann

•

Tothe

faculty in this gathering. I stated that I
Cell phones
wanted to know why he cannot even
EDITOR
consider placement of children in
don't belong
same-sex homes. There are many loving people in long-time relationships that deserve a
in university classes
chance to raise children. Utah has one of the highest
I am writing to bring up an issue that has been of
growing concern lately- cell phones in class. It is hard
to imagine being that important that you would need to
have a cell phone in class, but obviously this is the case
for some people. Several times within the past few
weeks I have been listening to a lecture when a cell
phone rang during class. And it is not just a normal ring,
it is usually set to play some long drawn out melody.
I am sure there are many professors and instructors
who will agree that this is very disruptive. Not only is
the ringing bad, bl.!t then the person either talks in class
or gets up and walks out, further disrupting work. If you
are expecting a call that is so important, maybe you
should not be in class in the first place.
To all of you who have cell phones, please turn them
off in class and let the rest of us listen to the lecture. If it
is that important to receive calls, get a pager or phone
that you can set to vibrate; most of us are not in class to
listen to you and your phone.

LandonOlson

Utah leaders overlook
sensitive issues
First of all, I have been a part time student at USU
and will be a full time student in the fall of this year.
In reference to the front page story on Feb. 23 entitled, "Leavitt speaks to USU about elections." This
"report" left out controversial questions asked of the
governor by myself and a young man in the crowd. I
first addressed the issue of funding for schools from K
through college . I was wearing the T-shirt I had
obtained on the steps of Utah's capitol which reads
"Utah Students Deserve More." Believe me they do! So
does everyone who invests their time and energy to
become a teacher on whatever level - they train our
children to become the future.
I have been a substitute teacher out in the hinterlands
... namely Hyrum. It was not a heartwarming experi ence. I made little money for the chaos the administrators allowed to go on there in the halls and the classrooms in the middle school. My sons absolutely begged
me not to sub in the high school. I am glad I didn't.
But to get back to my question that brought stares, I
addressed Gov. Leavitt with a question which was not
popular with the him or the majority of the students and

divorce rates of so called "normal" families. Where is
the logic here? It is not logic, it is lockstep thinking of
the predominant culture here.
As I stated at the time of my question, I am not a lesbian. I raised six children and I am a grandmother. Yes,
I was legally married to two men who fathered my children, and I ended up raising them alone and taking the
heat most single mothers do - it somehow had to be
my fault.
My children are all successful, they love people, they
love God. When will the leaders here ever realize that
"different is not lesser than"? There is no separation of
church and state here. Amen .

MarilynL. Carlsen

Capitolism not enemy of
democracy
l

As supporters and opponents of the lightrail system
continue to voice their opinions, an innocent bystander
is unfairly caught up in the crossfire.
The opponents of Dr. Simmons' research spout irrational claitns that the free market is contradictory to
democracy. That, to me, is a tragedy.
Partisan think -tanks and (alleged) political corruption
are NOT examples of free enterprise! They are quite the
opposite. The desire to seek laissez-faire solutions with
minimal government interaction is a threat to NO
ONE's freedom .
However, political activists who seek to solve all
public problems by restricting the freedom of capitalism
are. I beg you, if Dr. Simmons' research was not done
well, tell the world ; but leave capitalism out of it.
Capitalism is not the enemy of democracy. It is freedom in practice. When majoritarian politics take precedence over freedom in the form of a free market,
beware! The Founding Fathers devoted much time to
the protection of the individual in a majoritarian democratic-republic .
In a time in which we feel the need to redistribute
wealth from the "elite" and give it to the poor , the
decrepit, and the so-called "have -nots" for a basic personal responsibility like transportation, perhaps it's time
to start reconsidering who is oppressing whom. This is
not capitalistic oppression.

RyanP.Long

Two
weeks to
Spring
Break!
(Or for
those of
us leaving a bit
early, a
matter of DAYS). Anyway, it
seems highly ironic that
when we are just about to
celebrate SPRING break, it
finally
starts to snow.
Whatever.
So haul out that planner
and use the commitment
pattern on yourse lf to set up
a social engagement before
the break. E-mail me if you
need ideas.
WAIT! We also need to
celebrate the fact that my
thesis
was
successfully
defended last week and
now only the nightmare of
corrections is in the future.
Thank you one and all for
your support.
Monday - Take today to
plan your life until break.
Make a goal to have at least
TWO social engagements .
Plan
those
midterms.
Definitely plan a nap or
two.
USU symphony is performing at 7:30 p.m. in the
Kent. Free with ID.
Tonight - Try sledd i ng
on Old Main Hill or have a
color p.arty. Once I had a
red
party
and
served
spaghetti and red Kool-Aid
and had everyone bring red
food
(Jell-O,
candy,
desserts) . This is also a
good way to get rid of leftover Valentine's Day stuff.
Tuesday - Interested in
being part of community
decision? Attend the meeting to discuss putting fluoride in Cache Valley water
7 p.m. at the Baugh
Motel.
Or you can attend the
"Morality and the Media "
discussion of pornography
and possible solutions at 7
p.m . at Mountain
Crest
High School. It' s free.
Tonight you could go to
a FREE dance class at the
Sports Academy. Grab a
friend (this is easier in pairs )
and go to adult ballet or
jazz at 6 p.m. or adult
country swing at 9 p.m.
Wednesday - There is a
jazz concert in the Kent at
7:30 p .m . Sure to be good.
At 7 p.m. the local
Habitat for Humanity group

Bluemlein

will be meeting at 34 S. 200
East in Logan. What a great
organization to get involved
in! Tonight is also cheap
movie night at all the normally expensive theaters , so
grab a date (make her/him
buy the popcorn and you
get the tickets) and see that
movie you heard about.
Thursday - If you are
very musically orientated,
there is a free music and
computers
workshop
at
KSM Guitars on Main Street
at 7 p.m.
You could also attend
the free adult hip-hop and
jazz
class
at
Sports
Academy.
Today is the celebration
of Dr. Seuss's birthday and
everyone is being encouraged to read to a child. So
read to a small person.
Read to a neighbor. Or just
read to yourself.
Friday - Make a date
and go out to dinner (there
are some two for one dinner
coupons on the back of the
phonebook) and then the
7:30 p.m. wind · instrument
concert in the Kent . Wrap
up the evening with some
" star gazing" from the student parking lot on the
bend at 400 North. Great
evening!
Or you can go to the
gymnastic meet at 7 p.m. in
the Spectrum and cheer for
the Aggies.
Perhaps some folk music
is your style . There is an
open jam session starting at
7 p.m . at the Whittier
Center. All invited.
Saturday Sleep in.
Heck, you deserve it! Get
your homework out of the
way. Clean that bathroom .
Call up an old friend and
see a movie. Explore the
(currently
frozen) winter
wonderland.
At 7 p.m . the basketball
game
starts
in
the
Spectrum. Go and cheer
loudly.
Sunday - There is an art
lecture and reception at the
FAV starting at 7 p.m, Go
and let your mind be
enhanced.
Call your mom and tell
her you love her .

Ann Bluemleinis again
openfor socialcalendering
events and would love your
input! E-mailher at
slzk7@cc.usu.eduwith ideas,
invites or suggestions.

Living La Vida Logan

Statesman
SUGHTY
Off CENTER/
DennisHinkamp
STAFF
I've come from Bozeman to Boulder to
up with a new Flagstaff. Ain't it great we're becom JaredSterur
profession that ing generic?
Ni.11S
EDITOR:
I'm sure is going
Ten years from now when every
VickyCampbell
to be a hit in the franchise on earth has come here
fEARJRfSEDITOR:
next century . It's we'll all be looking back on the
Justin Berry
Ego
Massage good old days of anonymity.
SfoRTslDITOR:
I know I have to use the word
Therapist.
Just
CaseyHobson
lay back and let "we" sparingly. I know I can't really
PHoroEDITOR:
me tell you how brilliant you are. call this my home yet because I have
LizMaudsley
Yes,
your insecurities are very tight only lived here 20 years. I still have
CoPvEDITOR:
HeatherFredrickson today and that self-esteem? This is people coming up to me saying
going to require multiple sessions. you're making fun of "our' ' lifestyle .
W1Rl EDl10II:
Let me give you my card. Do you If I am, I'm making fun of myself too.
uiuraBe/lamy
have
insurance?
Yeah, I know all the complaints .
EoiTORIAI. BOW>:
Logan needs an ego massage ther- There are no single men, no single
JaredSterzrr
not enough bars, not
HeatherFredrickson apist. Not that I haven't done more women,
than my fair share of poking fun at enough
good restaurants,
not
DougSmeath
the place, but in my heart I am an enough movies, the football team
Lfflh Cul/er
apologist for the valley.
doesn't win enough games, there's
But we have a bad case of low this obnoxious giant fish hook as you
Established in 1902.
self esteem. We're starting to act like drive into the south end of the city.
The Utah Statesman
a.hungry dog at the banquet table or On the other hand, one of the most
is published Monday,
the wallflower at the dance. We get loved things about Logan is that it's
Wednesday and
all gaga when someone chooses us. not Park City, Moab or any of the
Friday and is the
Oh wow, Chili's wants to build a other way-too -cool -for -themselves
officia1student
restaurant in Logan? We've hit the places that are sprouting up in the
newspaper of Utah
big time. Even more wow, the Indigo West faster than Starbucks.
State Unive rsity.
As long as we're talking about us
Girls wanted to come here? Can REI
The Utah Statesman
and them, we liberal outsiders
and Microsoft be far behind?
is printed on
Yeah, it will be great - we'll be
recycled newsprint.
just like every high-altitude town Jumpto l.QcM. Page13
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Suffering continues after Mozambique
Thousands stranded beg
to be rescued and fed
SAVERIVERVALLEY,
Mozambique (AP) Helicopters plucked more
than 1,500 people to safety
Sunday as swollen rivers swept
away almost everything in
their paths in flood-ravaged
Mozambique.
A new storm system began
building off the coast Sunday.
Many more people gripped
whatever high ground they
could find as waters continued
to rise in the Save and
Limpopo rivers of this southeast African country, one of
the poorest in the world. They
have been stranded for a week
and desperately need food.

Without warning, the level
of the Limpopo River rose
rapidly early Sunday morning,
submerging the town of
Chokwe and dozens of surrounding villages in
Mozambique's already flooded
Gaza province in a matter of
hours.
"These people went to bed
last night with no sign of
water," Michele Quintaglie of
the World Food Program said
of Chokwe residents. "At 5
a.m .. they woke up by hysterical screams telling them to get
out By early morning, the city
was engulfed by water. By
lunch, it was completely sub-

AUGUSTA. Ga. (AP)- When
Annie Newton puts her twins to
bed, there are no goodnight kisses
after nightly prayers . She washes
her hands before hugging the 10year-old girls, and won't let them
in the kitchen while she's cooking,
for fear they might touch her
blood if she cuts herself.
Newton doesn't have AIDS and
she has tested negative for HIV,
but, like millions of other sexual
assault victims, she constantly
fears the man who raped her gave
her the deadly virus.
While Newton has been told
that her attacker had AIDS, many
other rape victims are left knowing only that the possibility exists.
Privacy laws prevent some
states from releasing inmates· HIV
test results or causes of death,
even to their victims. In recent
years, some state legislatures,
including Arizona, Hawaii.
Kentucky, South Carolina and
Wisconsin, have amended their
laws to give victims access to such
records. In Georgia, district attorneys are allowed to inform victilns.
Many victims"Say their inability
to find out their attacker's status
makes their ordeal even worse.
'Tm constantly thinking that I
may have survived the attack, but
he might eventually murder me
with HIV. and not knowing is just
eating me up right now," said

NEW Q:RLEANS(AP)- After 360 tourists
. got p.usted
last yearfor expo.sing themselves
· duringthe Mardi Gras season,police arewarn~
in~ thisyear'scrowdto keeptheir clotheson or
fate even more arrests. ·•••
· ·
.•••
And as the holiday parades began. police
···
. warned hot.el and restaurant owners that they
' 'will dose down balconies if people toss beads
. or other trinkets from them. The beads are tta~
: ditionaUyofferedasrewanlsto •people below
·· forflashing flesh.
·
.
On Friday. the first big paradenight kicking
r off Carnival, the l1 daysleading up to Mardi · .
Gras. police arrested three women and one
man for exposing themselves.
Not everyone thinks a buttoned-down
Mardi Gras is a good idea.
''That's what Mardi Gras is all about - hav-..

· ing fun and cuttin'up,"sajd RandyAv'ara,a
member of a crew installing cable for new
,.street1i$hts...
.
:
"'
lt used tb 'be that the ·exhibitionism' wascon:~""'

wm

· be downloadedforJree.

·

·

Earlier this :month. polite took 1,000 plat:ards aroundthe Fren<:h
Quarter and asked
merchants and businesses to display them .
before Mardi Gras. which falls on March 7 this
, year:
··Uniform and plainclothes officers will be
vigilant in the French Quarter and WILLTAKE
the appropriateaction if the Jawis violated ...
just ask the 360 people who werearrestedlast
year for lewd conduct,'' the placardssay.
Last year'sarrests more than doubled the
163 obscenity arrests during Carnival 1998.
Defillo $aid. Of those arrested last yeai: 324 ·
wereout-of-state tourists, .while the rest were
mostly from other Louisiana towns, he said,
· "'Many visitors believeJt'sl~gal t9 do this;·
. he said. "Rather than go out and just start · ·
arresting, we want to makesure visitors know
thatit is illegal." .
Violators can get six months in jail and a
_$1.00Qfine. though that is µnlik~Iyfor first-

mated between 5,()(X)and
10,000 people were stranded
in the area.
About 3,000 more were
marooned in southern
Mozambique after the
Limpopo burst its banks.
The known death toll in
Mozambique and neighboring
South Africa and Zimbabwe
reached 200 from flooding in
the last week. Police said
Sunday that at least 33 people
died and 20 were missing after
a bus was swept off a flooded
bridge two days earlier in
northeastern Zimbabwe.
Twenty passengers had sur vived.
Torrential rains began
drenching southern Africa
three weeks ago, and then
Cyclone Eline roared through
last week. As the remnants of
the cyclone raced back to the
Indian Ocean, a new storm

system was developing off the
coast of Mozambique and was
expected to hit Monday.
In the Save valley, South
African helicopters hoisted
people aboard and dropped
them a short distance away on
slightly bigger raised patches
of earth. With the nearest
refueling point 125 miles
away, rescues were going
painfully slowly.
Journalists who flew 10
miles up the river mouth saw
up to 1,000 marooned people.
One helicopter hoisted a
woman and her baby aboard
from the remains of a hut.
Pigs, goats and cattle waded
through the muddy water.
Pilot Chippy Pretorius said
he had rescued 320 people,
and had seen one human
body and many dead animals
in the water.
Farther south. the five

flood
South African helicopters in
the Limpopo area saved 1.200
people before stopping for the
evening , said Maj. Louis
Kirsten of the South African
force. The helicopters would
return Monday, he said
The South African and
Mozambican governments
were wrangling Sunday about
who would pay for advanced
plans to send five more helicopters and two planes. said
Lt. Col. Jaco Klopper, commander of the South African
rescue efforts .
Pilots were focusing on saving the ch!ldren first and
often had to push away desperate people trying to get on
the fully loaded helicopters,
said Michele Quintaglie of the
World Food Program .
"It's a very dangerous situation right now because people
are panicking," she said.

Fear of AIDS shadows rape victims

Policeplacarding
French
Quarter.to
..warntouristsagainst
indecent
exposu
·re :

fined to Carnival and Mardi Griis, ~th' mostly
drnnk women baring their breasts to get strings
of plastic beads in the French Quarter . But
.. these days.just about any day
do.
· . •·Annie Koenig o( Salem Ore., and herhus. band. Bill. get an eyefultwo weeks ago. "They ~
· were. taking their tops off. The streets were
packed. Guys were begging the girls," Mrs.
Koenig said, shaking her head.
Eleven people were arrested that weekend
' for indecent exposure. said Lt.Marlon Defillo, a
police spokesman
The debauchery fa getting exposure far
beyondvacation albums. The PlayboyChannel
plans shows from th~ French Quarter this year.
MTV's 0Real World'' has come down for
Carnival. And many Web sites advertise photographs and videos of women baring their
· breasts for -beads. Some are for sale, others can..

merged."
Groups of people huddled
on tiny patches of land
stretched out their arms to
plead for help from one of
only two rescue helicopters in
the Save area. A lone man on
the roof of a straw hut pointed his fingers to his mouth
and rubbed his stomach.
Officials ref used to speculate how many people already
have been swept away in the
vast area along the banks of
the Save (pronounced sahVEY)in central Mozambique.
"There's massive destruction along the Save River. It's
taking everything in its path.
Homes, villages. There are
people stranded in trees and
on homes. A lot of people are
getting killed," said David
Schaad, a World Food Program
spokesman.
UNICEF's Ian Macleod esti-
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JAILING
Continuedfrom Page2
adult incarceration .
The Justice Department study
comes amid debate over the merits
of meting out adult time for crimes
committed by youth.
Californians will vote March 7 on a
ballot proposal that would make it
easier to charge juveniles as young
as 14 as adults for serious crimes.
"By virtue of their rarity, school
shootings have helped create a distorted picture about who young
people are and the dangers that
they pose to the rest of us," said
Eric Sterling, president of the
Washington-based Criminal Justice
Policy Foundation.
Historically, young offenders·
fates were mostly decided by juvenile judges.
But after a spate of drug-gang
violence and school shootings in
the last decade, state lawmakers
decided adult prisons could more
effectively deal with violent or
chronic youth offenders.
.
Since 1992, 30 states and the

Kellie Greene , an Orlando , Fla.,
The Centers for Disease
woman who was attacked in 1994. Control in Atlanta estimates there
Greene has sued Florida to get
are as many as 900,000 people
the medical records of her attackinfected with HIV in the United
er but has been told several times
States. Doctors say it can take
years for AIDS to develop, though
she can't access them due to privacy considerations.
the presence of HIV
"Why does he have
is usually detectable
'On the one hand, within three months
any privacy rights?"
Greene said. "He cerI was happy he of exposure.
Advocates say few
tainly disregarded
died after what he statistics have been
mine."
compiled on the
Newton's attacker
did to me. But
number of women
recently died in prison
after a long bout with
then I started who contract HIV
through rape. A 1990
AIDS.
thinking that my study published in
"On the one hand,
the New England
I was happy he died
time might come Journal
of Medicine
after what he did to
showed that less
me," she said. "But
soon.'
than 1 percent of
then I started thinkvictims surveyed
ing that my time
• ANNIE NEWTON•
contracted the dismight come soon."
RAPE\1CTJM
ease through the
Victim advocates
attack.
say Newton's chance
Liz Flowers, executive director
of infection is greater than that of
of the Georgia Network to End
women who have normal sexual
Sexual Assault. said that percentintercourse with an HIV-positive
age probably wasn't accurate
man because the brutal nature of
because many women aren ·t testthe attack led to more blood coned.
tact.
' "Many attacks are y someone
"It's something that crosses
they know or a former sex partevery victim's mind," said Debbie
ner ," Flowers said. 'That brings
Andrews, executive director for
the fear level about HIV and
the Rape Abuse & Incest National
AIDS way down. even though the
Network. "You have to go through
risk is just as high ."
that struggle of not knowing for
That wasn't the case for
sure, even if the first test is negaNewton and other victims of
tive."

District of Columbia have passed
laws that in certain instances send
kids directly to criminal court.
Through 1998, despite a 50 percent
drop in the juvenile murder arrest
rate, states gave criminal prosecutors increased power to bypass the
century-old juvenile system or
chipped away at options juvenile
judges had for trying youth cases.
Youngsters' yearly admissions to
prison climbed steadily between
1986 and 1995, then leveled off,
the report said.
Over the years, more youths
were imprisoned relative to the
number arrested. In 1997, 33
youths were sent to prison for
every 1,()(X)arrests for violent
crimes, up from the 18 imprisoned
per 1,()(X)in 1985.
"There's some justification for
public frustration with the juvenile
system," said Vincent Schiraldi,
director of the Justice Policy
Institute, a think tank opposed to
mandatory sentencing. "But sending them to the adult system en
masse is no solution. It's hardly a
resounding success for the people
it's got."

loGAN
Continuedfrom Page12
would have liked a brew pub
and a few more democrats in
office, but really it's a nasty little secret that a lot of us liberals really like it here. If we got
everything we wanted there
would be nothing to be liberal
about. We like it here because
the cost of being different is so
low. If I were in someplace
like, say, Santa Fe, I could be
mistaken for an accountant. In
Logan, a ponytail , earring and
the occasional
weird hat
makes you "out there."
I think
Logan works
because for the most part we
can celebrate our weirdness. I
was lucky enough to be part
of a little thing called the
Logan Comedy and Blues
Revival at the Lyric a few
months ago. Three hundred
people of all ilks, religiou5
proclivities and varying ages
enjoyed a totally local show.
Pretty cool, huh? So cool that

Joseph Patrick Washington He
died in prison last October while
serving a life senten ce in conjunction with five separate
Augusta area attacks in the early
1990s.
Washington forced the women
into his car at gunpoint, drove to
a remote location, shot them and
then raped , prosecutors s;iici '"~
his 1995 tr ial. One witness testified that Washington had said he
wanted to infect as many women
as he could because his former
girlfriend had given him HIV
But fearing lawsuits for breach
of privacy by Washington's family
members , state corrections officials would only say he died from
"natural causes." Georgia
Department of Corrections
spokesman Scott Stallings said
that all incoming inmates are
tested for HIV. but the results are
not made public.
Newton was told Washington
had AIDS by Augusta's district
attorney.
Victims advocates say the
specter of AIDS makes it hard for
women to recover after an attack .
~ape produces posi-tr.iuh,1 't;\~
stress syndrome , and if you earn
put some distance between yourself and the attack, it will never
go away," Flowers said. 'And the
longer possibility of AIDS just
keeps hanging there. so will the
effects of the attack."

I had someone come up to me
the next day and say, "That
one guy wasn't really from
Logan was he?"
Yeah he was. And there are
more where that one came
from. Look around.
There is nothing wrong
with being from here. Yes,
Dave Barry is cool and I wor ship the money he walks on,
but you're reading the same
column in Logan that was
written for Miami , Reno and
Des Moines. I love the Indigo
Girls but they have a script in
their head that goes something
like "Hello (fill in the blank)
it' s really great to be here. You
are one of the best audiences
ever. " You bet.
The change train is on the
track and it's going to run over
us all soon enough. Unt il then ,
Loganites, remember tha t you
are really good right now and
keep Living the Vida Logan.

DennisHinkamp's column
appearseveryMondayin The
Utah Statesman .

, timers.

$ Save Money ~
on
Car Insurance
&
Health Insurance

Do you drive a ...

PIGPEN

ValleyView Let the FOOTHILL WASH help you! We have SIX
APartmentsVacuums each powered by three motors with 40% more

752-4560

Cache Valley
Insurance

NEW6" Pizza,Salad&
Garlic Bread
$2.99

Bring In this ad and
receive a Free drink
with a medium or

,
I

-

-- .

At Eckerd Youth Alternatives. Inc., we offer an excellentsalary/benefitspackageincluding
life/medicalinsuranceand paid time off. For immediateconsideration
, pleasesend/faxresume
.
indicatingJob CodeUtah State·YC.to, Ed<erdYouthAlternatives, Attn, Selection Specialist,
100 N. StarcrestDrive,Clearwater,FL 33765 or fax to (727) 442-5911, call (800) 222·1473,
e-mail: recruiting@eckerd
.org.

Come and see us at 1400 N. 1200 E.

--·-·•-·--1

UTAH- 1s2-3012

f

1

ADULTS S3.00 • CHILDREN 52.00

( ·aC'lll' \ 'a/le'. ·:, /.u. 11ir1·
/Jrq·.,1111/ I h,·al,·r

'

·

I

Anna And The King
(PG-13)
Nightly 6:45, 9:40

117 N . MAIN
LOCAN
MON .• SAT

efore 6:00 pm $2.00

Visit our website at www.eckerd.org.
Improving the Future One Child at a Time.

GREAT SEATS • GREAT SOUND
GREAT PICTURE
1£~

YOUTH COUNSELORS

Youmustpossess
highpersonalandmoralstandards,
the abilityto work panicipatively
with troubled
youthages10-17, andassistin developingskillsneeded
to succeed
in society.Promote
youthhelping
themselves
andothers,act asa mentor,modelingsolidchoices,andfosterpartnerships
on behalfof
youth, parents.andcommunity
. Activitiesindudebackpacking
, low and high ropescourses,
21 day
canoetrips, etc. Childcareexperience/college
degreepreferred.Additionalbenefitsfor the Youth
Counselorposition also includepaid training,free room and board,and quarterlyclothing
allowance
.

lfJ..alli_
.....
.....,
SHINE.

787-2100

large pizza.

1349 E. 700 N.•752-0130

time,

Call
firrr

FRED RICO'S

FOUR large Self Serve Bays and a state of the art
AUTOMATIC to wash away the salt and bring out the

How accepting rent for
Summer and Fall 2000

ltOLEHODELiWANTED.
At Ed<erd
Youth
Alternatives.Inc.,a leaderin qualityprograms
foryouth-at
-risk,we haveimmediate
LIVE·
IN positions
available
at ourwilderness
campsin FL,GA, NC.NH,TN,RI andVT for:

10·6

753-1541

-·•1,
.........
j~

PLEASE NOTE

Making a dii~erence
has ahvays been a matter
o£ app]J,ing yourself:'.
Here's tJvhere to apply.

HELP WANTED

CARS & TRUCKS

Classified
a<tvertising
deadlinesareoneworking BearRiverMentalHealthServices,
Inc.,EOE,a
daypnorto the daypublication
is desiredat 1O comprehensive
mentalheatthprovidedlocated
a.m.Costper submission
is 10centsperword in Logan,UT, is seekinga ServiceCoordinator.
$1 minimum. .Reducedrates. for quantity Positionrequires:Master'sdegreein oneof the
insertions
areavailable.Commercial
ratesvary, behavioralsciences,ficensedor licenseeligible
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCardin the stateof Utah Dutiesinclude·Screeni
and Aggie Express are also acceptedfor clientsfor new ad~issions,triage,~risisint;;
payme.nt.Use 797-3359to placephoneads. vention,staffandcommunityliaisonskills and
Advertisers
shouldcarefullyreadthe classifiedcoordinating
servicedelivery Sala $26
ad fonn, TSC 319. The Utah Statesman$36,746.19basedon licens~plus~x riencerese~~sthe nghtto refuseanyad, display,or Excellentbenefits Submitvita transpec
· t ,.classified,
The cen .
. ·
,
nps, IUtahStatesmandisclaimsall liabilityfor any Smi:, t.ip~:~::i,a~;,v~/:J:~h
damage suffered as a result of any PleasementionJob#OP6(L)
·
advertisementn this newspaper. The
·
States.man
hasauthorityto editandlocateany
class1f1ed advertisement as
deemed
annropnate.
$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars.
Forinfocall203·977-1720

USU Near-Campus
Housing Specialist

$6000permonthprocessing
govt.mortgagerefundsfromhome No experience
necessary1•
888·649-3435
ext.104

For info on the following homes call

iii

our property hotline 1-1188-400-9130
then dial the following home rodes: '

PEACE;)'Qlill
CORPS
'2>6
.-e.

#6056 - Affordable

housing at it's finest.
Great living room!!!
WHY RENT??

ll'l'V

InformationTable11:

·

Earna Substantial
incomehelpingme run my
travel business!Call Jared 787-1727or Dan
792·3854

Makeup to $2000in oneweekmotivatedstu•
dentgroupsneeded.Formarketingproject.Call
Heather1·800·357
•9009for details.

LOCATION, within
walking distanceof
USU.This house has
plenty of potential.

Film Show:
Monday, }'ebntary 28, 4 pm, UniverRity Inn, Room 511

Need:29 peopleto lose5-100lbsl
All Natural,Guaranteed
DoctorRecommended!
1·888-367-9974
www.energizenow.com

FREE REPORT!
Call our 24 hr infoline 1800-421-6359
#1103 for "6 things you should know
before you buy"
#1101 for "how to stop paying rent
and own your home"

ALASKA

IN DENALI

~~

LODGE

,.,\)(· ... R,.... l•

NATIONAL

PARK

All;;,~~-

Logan'sonly remanufacturer
of startersand
attemators.wahave our own tow truck. Call
753-1776
or stopin at 303NorthMain, Logan

COLDWeu
BANI\C!R
rJ

NEAR MT. MCKINLEY
•• 50 SEASONAL
JOBS MAY-SEPT
•• 25 GIFT SHOP & FOOD
CASHIERS
•• 10 COOKS - FRY, LINE, PREP
•• ' 5 MANAGMENT,
MAINTENANCE,
.HOUSEKEEPING
•• - ROOM & BOARD
AVAILABLE

84 BLAZER,approx.98k,$1900obo.
755·8634
or 701·4112

JEWELRY
Subaruwagonfor sale'86,4 wd powerevery- Certified JC M1llem1um
cut diamonds
. 88
thing, very clean greatcondition140Kmiles. facets.CallJoel Nelsoncollectin SLC801•278Great for skiingl$2000obo Call Mandy752- 5230 Jnelson@br.state.ut.us
6138

TRAVEL

FOR RENT

EARLYBIRODISCOUNT
Europe$448(r/t+ taxes)
TRAVELANYTIMEIN200011
Hawaii$129(olw)
Mexico'Canbbean
$189(rlt + taxes)
Call:800-834·9192
www.airhitch.o
rg

2 bd, 1 bth,W/0, hkup, $450/mo.NS,ND, NP
750·5541or 757.7795

2 bedroomapt. utifrtiesincluded.3 blocksfrom
USUNS,NO,NP,$500Call787·9772.

INSTRUCTION
's official
Applications
beingacceptedfor summer/schoolBlueWaterScubaof Logan, Logan
year2000.Closeto campus,privatebdnn.mgr, air station.We can takecareof all yourscuba
Classes
at Brooklane,
645East900North#1,752-4824. needs.Sales, rentals,andinstructions.
are yearround,you can be certifiedin just two
weekends! Groupratesavailable.For more
info.call752-1793.
FemaleSharedbedroom5150/mo.,$150 deposrt+util.NSNDNP713-4176

PERSONALS

GREATBARGAIN!$395summer,$1995nextt
schoolyear. Privatebedroom- mgr.at Forest
March
GateWest,460North400East#40,752-1642. CareerFair2000is corningWedne~day,
1st. Visrt wrthrepresentatives
fromover180or•
ganizations
on the 2ndfloorof the TaggartStu•
dentCenterfrom9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Formorein•
Housemate
Wanted:Share2 bdnnhome.Hot
formation,cometo CareerServices,University
tub/bigscreentv.NS,NP.$275/month
+ 1/2utI~ Im, grollndlevel. 797-7777 SEE YOU AT
lties.nm 753·1987
THEFAIR!

Wantedmotivatedprofessional
who wouldlike
to earn extra income,up front bonusesand
residualpay.CallShea787•9400.

fd'tl\,I

755-3028

••

FOR APPLICATION
INTERVIEW
CALL OR WRITE:
KEVIN HELWIG

Wanted
10 peoplewho needto loseweightand make
moneyto testmarketa newweightlossproduct.
1-888·200-1335
fordetails

www.CarolynKoska,n.com

JOBS

Ar A SMALL

3715.

··

#6023- GREAT

l'ebmary 28 & 29, 9 am - 4 pm, Taggard Student Center

SUMMER

88 MAZDA323 4dr, needswork. $400.245- Cache Valley Starters and Alternators,

622

=

~~

91 GeoMetro106Krunswellgood collegeearl
$898.787•8175

Lookingfor a placeto live?
www.housing101.net...
Yourmoveoffcampus!

Career Serviceshas a vanety of resources
availablefor students.Startworking NOWfor
yourfirstcareerposition.Seeus in the Univer•
sity Inn,groundlevel.

Marriedstudents1·bedroomfurn. Available
Zion PonderosaResortis now hiringall pas~
also singlehousingnext
lions for summeremployment:
housekeeping, nowand summer/fall;
to campusNS,ND,NP
752·2466.
krtchen,
frontdesk,groundsand recreation
posi•
lions available.Pay $185 per week +room,
boardandtips, andendof summerbonus.Call
todayfor an application
1·800·293·5444.
Old FannPrivateFemaleContractfor Spring.
Fourotherroommates.
Goodlocation- across
fromshuttlepick•up.Bargainprice- $800. Call
(208)524-2471
- askforCindyor Cheryl.

Gold Key
Realty,Inc.

Carl, 11you decidenot to play in the All•Star
Gamecometo the CareerFairon the 2ndfioor
of theTaggartStudentCenterfrom9-3on Wed•
nesday,March1st.

For All Your Insurance Needs ,
FOR SALE
Includ ing Student Health
95 MFO.Horne3 Bd,2bth,1390sq ft
·1i:isurance

$53,000
willpayfirst2 monthspadfee.753·9404.

258-5572

&

FORACCELERATED
LEARNING,
Morefocus,concentration,
& productivrty
INCREASE
YOURBRAINPOWER
www.rad1oson1c.net
orcall 1•888-852·1447
mention# 1000
for a 10%studentdiscount

Shareroomwithonemale, in a homeLrg.family room, shared krtchen.TV, Great Deal!
S135/mo.
include util.NS NPQuiet area.7530753

The ultimate source for Utah State Aggie sports fans
Wehearyournew"Beach'movieis a
Storageunrts6X12,and12X24fencedwAocked Leonardo!
bomb. Comemeetwrthover 180employersat
gate,goodrates.J&KStorage753-0653
the CareerFairon the 2nd floorof the Taggart
StudentCenterfrom9.3 on Wednesday
, March
1st.
Why rentwhenyoucan own Yor1<shire
Village
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage,first time buyers programavailable.
Modelhomeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or Wantnextsumme(sjob to relateto yourmajor
and helpyou to get a betterjob after graduacall755-6699.www.yorkshlrevillage.com
tion??? Startyour internsh
ip applicationprocessNOW!ICometo theCareerServicesOffice
locatedonthe groundlevelof theUniversity
Inn,

News · Chat rooms · Mes~e boards • Stats
Instant polls • Hot Ii ks · and more

Box 329
PORT ARKANSAS,
TX 78373
(512) 7 49"3026

SERVICES

AUDIORESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND ,
HaveAll YourCassettes/8
tracks/LP's& DAT's
DigitallyTransferredto CompactDiscs. We
Offer
the
BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein UtahWith
SonicSolutionsNoNoise& CDPre-Mastering.
PROFESSIONAL
STUD
IQ...... .

ONLINE APPLICATION:
HTTP:/ /WWW
.DE NALIP ARK.COM
EMAIL: KEV IN@DANALIP ARK.COM

EQUIPMENT

WHY PAY WHOLESALE?
•
•
•
•
•

STAND FOR SoMITHING

by Gordon B. Hinckley • fouword fry Mike Wallace
~, inspiringblueprintof 1<it1twelll can do-:is indi1iduals.
:is fanillies,as a
nation-lo rediscover
thevJlucs
andm1uesd1~llme boundustogether
Uuough
theage;.S!Jnding
forS01~tl1ing
LIa wortforourtime,a reflection
ononernau·s
longlnd productive
life.
tunko .. ,• 30% Off• ValuedacS24.00 • SEAGUU PRICE $16.80

Call today or order online (800)980-2006

: II

I

(800)425-0309

TWOWEEKS
IN CLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!

a1cH
simon
TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
SCHOOL

800.727.5865

1760 S. Hilton Dr.

SAVE$$$ONSTEELPIPE
1 112 x 21 1.....

S15 98 ea

1

Never Seen Before In Utah!
3 Section 6:12 Roof Pitch

MODULAR HOME

minute
Diabetic

Free

1-888-942-HAIR

Private Party Vehicle Blow-Out Sale

Utah Jobs for Peoplein Utah
Census 2000 Is recl'\.lltlng Individualsto help take the CensusIn communities
across the country. This Joboffersflexible hours,competitivepay, and work
close-to-home. Most Census field Jobs last tour to six weeks.We provide
training, and mileagereimbursement, and we payour Censustaker■ and
crew leaders weekly. The Census Bureau Is 1n Equal Opportunity Employer.
We need you, so call our toll tree Job line.

Call toll-free .........Do it now!

1-888-325-7733

- - -- - 1..----------------------------'
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IMPACT

TESTED & INSURED!
•stCUBICYARD

PROVEN TWICE AS SAFE AS SAND OR GRAVEL
FOR PLAYGROUNDS! GREAT FOR SOIL!

SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES
TOLL FREE

1-888-UTAH-MILL (1-888-882-4645)

~
D
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~
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FREE VIDEO

Earn Extra Money- Workfor Census2000

~

Insurance,
your:

Stop It. Grow It.
Replace It.

Over 200 Bulls From Over 50 Breeders,40
Select FemalesBringing Angus Maternal Traits
to Your Herd! Free Deliverywithin a 300 Mile
Radius with the Purchaseof 5 Bulls or More,.,..• •
•• 'w·•«•~,,-,.,
,Ji.
Cootact Bob Hardman, Sales Manager 970-327-4300 or Bill Rooks 970-434-6537

.s=

Private
to receive

1-888-466-2678

Joe Goggins, Auctioneer
western Slope Lfvestock

Subject to prior sale.
1200E.100S. LEHI,UT• 800-947-0249
•
Sold
As Is -Will Call Lehi, Ut
Call For FREE Stock/Price List!

or

supplies

March 11 • 1 pm

METALMART

•_;,--;;;;;,-..
•

NO Cost
To You!
For more
information
call
Diabetic
Supply
Program

24th
Saturday

6"
1/8 wa .... s1 39 tt
8" 3 /16 wa .. S2 89 tt
10" 3/16 wa ... s4ooft
12" 1/4 wa .... s5 49 ft
16" 5/16wa .... 5 8 95 ft

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE M,QB~

Diabetic
Patients!!(Typel
&Type
2)
If you have
Medicare
You may
be eligible

Toll

5471 South 320 West

UtahState""'"'°' .

www
.stttesman.usu.edu

FOR INFO. CALL TOLL.FREE

1-877-606-HOME

DEVELOPING

Better
byff!

Come see the Spring Home Show,
March 9-12 at the Salt Palace and
view this gorgeous home!! We sell
wholesale. Pick up your FREE tickets.

MURRAY, UT

800.72.SKUNK • www.simn.com

3/4 X 21', .. , ... $549 ea
1" X 21 1 ...... $7 79 ea
1 114 X 21 1.... $12 39 ea

FREE
VIDEO

1•8UU
nn.1JA1J.nncl}
'r.'f~ UUU1

QualityWhole_sale
Homes

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKS!!!
• Earn$30,000
perYear
• NoExperience
Necessary
• WeWill
Train
You

Call for
your

Your "Original" WholesaleHome Center

I

SPANJSH FORK

OGDEN

Superior Quality
Lowest Price
Best Value
Excellent Service
Experience

· .·»

Cassette/LP
to CD=S25
·, ·"~ ·f
DigitalAudioTapeto C0:$30
. ., • .
45-78rpmLP's/Strack/Reel
to Reel
to CD~$35
All duplicatecopies$10each.
ForMoreInformation
CallDave@770-2345or
Emailwebmaster@spectradesign.com
(Se/Ving
CacheValleySince1976

Nh"<rtiutMnl

Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans

LOANS: Dlrttt lender loosens its require- credit? Self-employed? Late house payments?
ments for homeowners who need money Financial problems? Medical bills? IRS liens?
ft doesn't matter!
now.
If you area homeowner with sufficient cqHave you been turned down for a loan?
Do you need more than SI 0.000 for a11yrca• uity. there's an excellent chance you will
son? Arc you paying more than 10% inter- qualify for a loan-wual/y within 24 hours.
You can find out aver the phone-and free
est on anyother Joans or credit cards?
If you arc a homeowner and ans we red of chllrJc-if you iualify. Stone Castle Home
Loans
1slicensed y the Utah Oepattmcnt of
'yes' to any of these questions, they can tell
you over the phone and witho1d obligation if Commerce. Open 7 days.
you qualify.
Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344
High credit card debt? Lcss-lhan-perfccl

A

• 1999 Mercedes Benz ML 320 SUV 5K miles.
Low Book $34,000--Sale .......................... $29,900
• 1994 Audi 100S 4 dr. Runs & drives like new
Low Book $11,200--Sale ..................... .........$6,900
• 1994 Olds Cutlass Ciera 4 dr. Clean Car
Low Book $5,450--Sale ......... ..... ...... ....... $4,250
• 1991 Chev Corsica 4 cir. Low Miles ........$2,995
• 1999 Dodge Cummins Quad Cab 4x:4 Loaded
Like New ....................................................$29,900

Don't Miss these Super Buys!! Call Glen (801) 756-2774

All-Breeds Bull Test Sale
UTAH

BEEF
IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION

Saturday, March 18, 2000 • l:00 pm
Producers Auction • Salina, Utah
Sale preview begins at 12:30 pm
www.cowdociOr.cx,nwtahbultteSl

Raised on high forage ration • Gain and yearling weight ratios• Guarantud brudus
• Rib e area and bac at scans • Se=n tested • 100% trich e
SatelliteCOVffll&Cby

SuperiorLivestock Marrew,g Servi~.
SaielliieSiie: Galaxy3, Olannel 18.

130 Performance-tested Bulls
1O different breeds ready to work

For fur1herlnfom,ation contact

C. KimChapman

ShandRasmusson

usu Ext.nslon Animal ~rist

UBIA Pres/dell/

(435)896-9262 ext.274

(435)283-4244

The UtahStatesman• Friday,February25, 2000

Stroke
ofMid-Knight
BEN MiNsoN

,oMZQG

•EVENMORECAR100NS
10 TICKLE
YOUrllGTIW!!

DanGibsonG,eeLeGuTs CharlieRooR1oues

I

BENJAMIN@CC.USU.EDU

I..Af>y
t..1~.,WOOI.D
'foU
l'~ ro s+lAl.E.
b1t-1~t
W\1'-1to\E.
THIS E."'-"''
.

Left
Coast
RAEsioE

www.com1cspag0.com

Verrry funny. now which one ot you
jokers put the yeast in the patient's f.V.

• ... I'm prescribing a depressant."

the features, we won't be able to use them.
We can't use the appliance features we have
NOW. I have a feature-packed telephone with
43 buttons, at least 20 of which I am afraid to
touch. This phone probably can communicate
,,.,.'sWioRLD
/D B
starting my dishwasher!
D!Ah
ave arry
' )UR BOSS: That's the kind of productivi- with the dead, but I don't know how to operRecently,
The ty we need around here!
ate it, just as I don't know how to operate my
Washington Post printed
YOU: Now I'm flushing the upstairs toilet!
TV, which has features out the wazooty and
an article explaining
Listen, appliance manufacturers: We don't
requires THREE remote controls. One control
how the appliance man- NEED a dishwasher that we can communicate
(44 buttons) came with the TV; a second (39
ufacturers plan to drive with from afar. If you want to improve our buttons) came with the VCR; the third (37 butconsumers insane.
dishwashers, give us one that senses when tons) was brought here by the cable-TV man,
Of course they don't people leave dirty dishes on the kitchen who apparently felt that I did not have enough
SAY they want to drive counter, and shouts at them: "PUT THOSE buttons.
us insane. What they DISHES IN THE DISHWASHER RIGHT NOW
So when I want to watch TV, I'm confrontSAY they want to do is OR I'll LEAK ALL OVER YOUR SHOES!"
ed with a total of 120 buttons, identified by
have us live in homes
Likewise, we don't need a refrigerator that such helpful labels as PIP, MTS, DBS, F2,
where "all appliances are on the Internet, shar- knows when it's out of milk. We already have JUMP and BLANK. There are three buttons
ing information" and appliances will be a foolproof system for determining if we're out labeled POWER, but there are times - espe"smarter than most of their owners." For exam- of milk: We ask our wife. What we could use cially if my son and his friends, who are not
pie, the article states, you wou Id have a home is a refrigerator that refuses to let us open its afraid of features, have changed the settings where the dishwasher "can be turned on from door when it senses that we are about to con - when I honestly cannot figure out how to turn
the office" and the refrigerator "knows when sume our fourth Jell-O Pudding Snack in two the TV on. I stand there, nolding three remote
it's out of milk" and the bathroom scale "trans- hours.
controls, pressing buttons at random, until
mits your weight to the gym."
As for a scale that transmits our weight to eventually I give up and go turn on the dish I frankly wonder wnether the appliance the gym: Are they NUTS? We don't want our washer. It has been, literalfy, years since I have
manufacturers, with all due respect, have weight transmitted to our own EYEBALLS! successfully recorded a TV show. That is how
been smoking crack. I mean, did they ever What if the gym decided to transmit our "smart" my appliances have become.
stop to ask themselves WHY a consumer, after weight to all these other appliances on the
And now the appliance manufacturers
loading a dishwasher, would go to the office Internet? What if, God forbid, our refrigerator want to give us even MORE features. Do you
to start it? Would there be some kind of career found out what our weight was? We'd never know what this means? It means that some
night you'll open the door of your "smart"
benefit?
get the door open again!
YOUR BOSS: What are you doing?-....-. ......-.
8'tJt
· what really concerns me about refrigerator, looking for a beer, and y.ou'll hear
YOU (tapping computer keyboard): I' m these new "smart" appliances: Even if we like

Kitchen battle? I'm toast

a pleasant, cheerful voice - recorded by the
same woman who informs you that Your Call
Is Important when you call a business that
does not wish to speak with you personally telling you: "Your celery is limp." You will not
know how your refrigerator knows this, and,
what is worse, you will not know who else
your refrigerator is telling about it (''Hey, Bob!
I hear your celery is limp!"). And if you want
to try to make the refrigerator STOP, you'll
have to decipher Owner's Manual instructions
written by and for nuclear physicists ("To disable the Produce Crispness Monitoring feature, enter the Command Mode, then select
the Edit function, then select Change
Vegetable Defaults, then assume that Train A
leaves Chicago traveling westbound at 47
miles per hour, while Train B...").
Is this the kind of future you want, consumers? Do you want appliances that are
smarter than you? Of course not. Your appliances should be DUMBER than you, just like
your furniture, your pets and your representatives in Congress. So I am urging you to let the
appliance industry know, by phone, letter, fax
and e-mail, that when it comes to "smart"
appliances, you vote NO.
You need to
act quickly. Because while you're reading this,
your microwave oven is voting YES.

Dave Barry is a humor columnist for the
Miami Herald. Write to him do The Miami
Herald, One Herald Plaza, Miami FL 33132 ,
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Better l11gredients.
Better Pizza.

Gd a large, one-topping pizza and the

price will be the time you order!
(i.e. 6:15 pm = $6.15 plus tax)

FREE
DELIVERY

755-9700
910 North Main Street

FREE
DELIVERY
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Monday,Februazy28

StudentsSocietyof
America)General
--usuSymphony
Meeting,6:30p.m.,Animal
explores 20th Century
ScienceRoom 115.
Music,7:30 p.m. Kent
EveryoneWelcome!
Concert Hall, General
.-Luau Dance Practice6
Admission.$3, Students
p.m. in the Sunburst
free.
.-pRSSA(PublicRelations Lounge.

Tuesday,February29

!~SECURE

EAGLES.

E

THE LIFETIME

•USU JazzEnsembles
Winter Concert, 7:30
p.m.,Kent Concert Hall
Adults $3, Students Free.
.-Graduate student social
for all graduate students.4
to 6 p.m.,East Colony

F.Y.I.
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AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

reform.March7, 1:30p.m.ECCRoom305.
• EleventhAnnual CowboyPoelJyRoundup.
March
4, BearRiverHighSchoolAuditorium.Two sessions
each with new and differentpoetry.4 & 7 p.m. For
info.call 257-5542.A Dutch Oven Dinner will be
served 5 to 7 p.m. Reservationfor the dinner can be
•Slimdown for summer.Join USU's"Healthy
Weigh."
A
made by.callingSteve257-5016or 257-7399,SlO.
completenutrition and exerciseprogram.Earlyenrollment
• For only 25 cents you can come to the "Hunger
special.$5 off.Contact Brooke797-3223beforeMarch 1st
Banquet"March 7.6:30 p.m.TSCBallroom.A guest
• USUReentryStudent Center willinduct twentystudents
speakerwillspeak on Hunger and Homelessness.
into Pinnacle,
a national honor societyfor non-traditional
• .Additional
hours for the AcademicResource
students on February28,TSCWalnut room.The induction
Center.Drop in Math tutoring Mondaythrough
ceremonybegins 7 p.m.
Thursday6 to 9 p.m..TSCRoom304A Stopby for a
• March 1 is the application
deadlinefor the National
completelist of other tutor times.
Student Exchange.applicationscan be pickedup in
•The ASUSUScienceCouncilis looking
forfun,
AcademicServices,TSCRoom302. Exchangefor a semester
dedicated,
outgoingstudentwithin the Collegeof
or a year at over 150collegesand universities.
Science(Geology,math physics,chemistry,computer
• FoundersDay essa.ycontestWrite one page on "WhyI
Loveusu·to win a $300 tuition waiver.Due March 1, David science,and biology)Contact DavidDuke 797-3785
or slb9s@cc.usu.edu
or TSC 3320.
B. HaightAlumniCenter.Winner announced March 7.
•The 2000/01 StephanieOsborne
Scholarship
is
• "ParisPromenade"SpringFormalDanre sponsoredby
now availablefrom the Women'sCenter.
LambdaDelta Sigma,March3, 8:30 to 11:30p.m. $5/Delt
couple,S7 non-delt couple:formal LDSstandard dress,Girl's Undergraduatesenior women 24 yearsor younger.
Contact 797-1728orTSC Room310.
Choice:Photos,refreshments.
•"Sustainable
Ianckapes"ConferenceMarch3, 8:15a.m.to •The Cache Humane Societywillhold its annual
benefitdinnerat the GrapevineRestaurant
5 p.m.Speakersfrom around the weston the topicsof land
February29, 7 p.m Chef BillOblockwillprepare a
and resourceplanning and design.FAVFee $10.Must premulti-coursegourmet vegetarianmeal, including
registerby calling797-0512.
• Drs.Susan Dawsonand Gary Madsenof Sociology.
Social dessert and choiceof beverage.Tickets$75 with proWrokand AnthropologyDept willpresent their research ceedsused for CHSanimal shelter project
Reservationsrequired.Call 752-2070.
~ on current worker-relatedradiation compensation
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GULLIBILITY
AWARD GOES TO
BOB FLABEAU.

Wednesday,March1
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•Religion in Life,John A
Tvedtnes, 12:30p.m.
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Washington
Mutual
l..ogao
555 East 1400 North
(435) 755-5100

SmidJfield

850 S. Main
(435) 563-6251

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.6:00A.M.-12:00P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY

RegularSizeAssorted

M&MMars

CandyBars

Seedless

Redor Green
Grapes

b.
6 Pack 12 Oz. CansAssorted

3 Oz. Assorted

Pepsi
Products

fo'trerExpiresMarch4,

2000

IOfferGoodOnlyAt Lee'sMarketplace
ILimit I

I
I(
I
I
Regular
I
Charlie's
I
Shakes
I
I
I
I
With
L ___________ Coupon

4. 7 25 Oz.

Kraft4-Pack
Macaroni& Cheese

Soft'nGentle
BathTissue

,
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
.J

24 Oz.

CreamO'Weber
CottageCheese

5 Oz. Frozen

WesternFamily
Burritos

Maruchan
RamenNoodles

4 Roll

18Oz.

Skippy
PeanutButter

.----------

IOffer ExpiresMarch4, 2000
IOffer GoodOnlyAt Lee's Marketplace
ILimit 2

I
I
I
for
I
I
LargeWashingtonI

GrannySmith
orFujiApples

I
I

------J"'-----,----~----~:---,,---'

24 Oz. ButtertopOr Wheat

Western
Family
Bread

C

With
lb• I
Coupon
L - - - - - - - - - - - .J

